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Abbreviations and Terminology 
Abbreviation Full term 

BIE Bureau International des Expositions (International Exposition Bureau) 

Term Definition 

360° video streaming Technology used to film in every direction around the camera and then stream 

that video. 

3D CG Computer graphics drawn in three-dimensional space. 

3D object 

Parts that make up three-dimensional space. 

Examples: The windows, doors, walls, etc. that make up buildings, fixtures and 

exhibits inside buildings, etc. 

3D space Spaces made up of 3D objects, which visitors can experience using VR. 

8K VR 
Immersive video content using 360° video which can be viewed in all 

directions. 

Authoring tools The collective term for the Unity-based authoring tool and the simplified web-

based authoring tool. 

Asset Bundle 

A file containing resources that have been collected in order to import them into 

applications made with Unity. This is the format used for the pavilion data 

created with the Unity-based authoring tool. 

AR 

Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience that combines the real 

world and computer-generated content. This experience is seamlessly 

interwoven with the physical world such that it is perceived as an immersive 

aspect of the real environment. 

Avatar   A 3D CG character that represents the user and allows them to operate in the 

Virtual Expo site. 

BIM (Building Information 

Modelling) 

The creation of building information models which combine 3D shape 

information created on a computer (3D objects) and building property 

information (names and sizes of rooms, etc., specifications and capabilities of 

materials and components, finishing, etc.). 

Blender Open-source 3D CG creation tool. 

CMS (Content Management 

System) 

System that provides the function for registering content created using 

authoring tools in the Expo site platform. 

Content server Server that provides the content management system (provided by sponsors, 

including streaming URLs). 

Expo ICT-PF The information and communications technology platform that integrates the 

services provided in the Expo. 

Expo ID The user ID supplied by the Expo to visitors, which they use to log into the 

Virtual Expo application. 

Expo period The period during which the Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan will be held 

(April 13 to October 13, 2025). 

Expo portal site The web portal site that provides visitors with Expo ID registration and 

authentication functions, "My page" functions for viewing various forms of 

information, inquiry functions, etc. 

Expo site area The area that makes up the main area of the Virtual Expo. It includes the 

exteriors of pavilions, etc. 

Exterior texture Images and/or patterns applied to the surfaces of 3D objects to provide them 

with texture. 

Game object 3D objects in Unity. Game objects can be configured in various ways by Unity 

and the Expo SDK to add object behaviour to 3D objects. 

HMD (Head Mounted 

Display) 

A device worn on the head that can provide stereoscopic 3D images that are 

close to peoples' actual field of vision. These images can be linked to the 

wearer's head movement for an immersive experience. 

Interactive element 3D object activity and behaviour. Some interactive elements are provided by the 

SDK, while others can be added using visual scripting. 

Landing page The web page containing an overview of the Virtual Expo, etc. 



 

 
 

Live streaming of motion-

captured, free-look video 

content 

A method of holding events in which avatars or other 3D characters are 

operated by streaming motion capture data for performers. 

LOD (Level Of 

Development) 

The level of detail in the objects that make up a BIM model, selected based on 

the purpose of creating and using the BIM model. 

Meta Quest 2 
A completely wireless, all-in-one HMD VR headset sold by Meta, capable of 

360° immersive 3D games, etc. 

Metaverse A virtual world in which users engage in social life using avatars. 

Motion capture Capturing the motion of performers by recording the positions and movements 

of key points on the human body, such as joints. Markers are attached to key 

points on performer's bodies and the capture system detects the positions of 

those markers in three-dimensional space and records them as data. 

Mozilla Hubs An open source social VR system that operates in major browsers. 

Official e-commerce site The official e-commerce sites provided by the Organiser. 

Official event space Official event spaces in the Virtual Expo provided by the Organiser. 

Official Participant Portal The portal site that provides information and support from the Organiser to the 

Official Participants. 

Organiser The Japan Association for the 2025 World Exposition. The Virtual Expo project 

will be implemented on the virtual Expo site platform provided through 

collaboration with the Virtual Expo sponsor. 

Participant Official Participant. 

Polygons  Polygons are the small flat shapes that make up three dimensional computer 

graphics (3D CG). The term "polygon" is also sometimes used to describe the 

three-dimensional shapes created by combining polygons, and to describe this 

method of creating three-dimensional shapes. 

Room The interior of a Virtual Pavilion. 

Scene Spatial data containing interiors and contents. 

SDK (Software 

Development Kit) 

A package containing the programs, APIs, documentation, samples, etc. 

required for software development. 

Shader Program that performs various types of graphic processing when 3D objects are 

displayed on-screen. 

Simplified web-based 

authoring tool 

A web service that provides easy to use functions for creating and registering 

Virtual Expo pavilions. 

Space creation The process of creating concrete designs of conceptual spatial images and then 

creating spaces based on those designs. 

Spoke A tool for creating rooms that can be used in Mozilla Hubs. 

Sponsor Companies and organisations sponsoring the Expo. Sponsors of the Future 

Society Showcase Project Exhibition, etc. 

Supplementary tools Sound editing tools, graphic creation tools (2D and 3D), and video streaming 

tools. 

Template Sample objects prepared by the Supporter to make it easy to create pavilions. 

Templates are provided  in order to make it easy to apply objects and content to 

which SDK-bundled interactive elements have been applied. 

Unity 
An integrated development environment platform for creating games, etc., 

provided by Unity Technologies. 

Unity asset Resources that can be used in or created with Unity. 

Unity-based authoring tool 
A tool that can be used to create general 3D spaces and pavilions by importing 

the Virtual Expo SDK into Unity. 

Unity Editor 
Application software for the integrated development environment platform for 

creating games, etc., provided by Unity Technologies. 

Unity project 

A package directory containing a 3D space composed of game objects created 

with Unity Editor and all information necessary for building applications 

containing Unity visual scripting scripts, etc. 

Unity visual scripting 
A tool that enables the development of game play mechanisms and interaction 

logic using a visual, graph-based system. 

Virtual Expo application The metaverse application used to visit the Virtual Expo. 



 

 
 

Virtual Expo exhibitor An Official Participant, non-Official Participant, or other party exhibiting 

content in the virtual Expo site as a Virtual Expo exhibitor. 

Virtual Expo SDK A custom plugin for Unity that provides the components and functions that must 

be configured for game objects necessary for the creation of the Virtual Expo 

world. It is provided to Virtual Expo participants so that they can create and 

register Virtual Expo pavilions. 

Virtual Expo Operating 

Centre 

The contact point for inquiries from Virtual Expo exhibitors regarding 

guidelines, creation, operation, etc. 

Virtual Expo sponsor Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation and its Group companies, which 

provide and operate the virtual Expo site platform. 

Virtual Pavilion A virtual reproduction within the virtual Expo site of a physical pavilion in the 

Yumeshima Island Expo site, made using 3D CG. The interiors of Virtual 

Pavilions are created and operated by participants. 

Virtual Expo site platform The content creation and operation platform that implements the Virtual Expo. 

Volumetric video 
Video content in which real spaces/locations and real people are filmed and the 

movement of the people, etc., is encoded as three-dimensional digital data. 

VR (Virtual Reality) 

Technology that uses special goggles to completely fill wearers' field of vision 

with 360° video to make the goggles' wearer feel like they are actually in the 

place depicted with the goggles. 

Warp To move instantly between two linked points in 3D space. 

Warp object A location which is used to move instantly between two linked points in 3D 

space. 

World Collective term for the entire space of a Virtual Expo site in which visitors can 

participate. If the number of visitors exceeds the visitor capacity, one or more 

other worlds can be used as parallel worlds. 

XR XR stands for “extended reality,” an umbrella term that covers virtual reality 

(VR), augmented reality(AR), and mixed reality (MR). 
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１． Introduction 

These guidelines concern the Virtual Expo outlined in the master plan for the 2025 World Exposition (Expo 

2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan), announced in December 2020. These guidelines contain information necessary for 

the planning and design of Virtual Pavilions operated by participants on the virtual Expo site platform provided 

by the Organiser. The guidelines are presented so that participants may promptly begin to plan and design 

Virtual Pavilions that provide a unified experience with their exhibits in the Yumeshima Island Expo site, based 

on the Expo's themes and sub-themes. We plan to follow up these guidelines by creating more detailed 

Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). These will contain 

technical limitations that apply to virtual Expo site design, a virtual Expo site creation manual, specific 

procedures to be used in virtual Expo site operation, and the like. 

Participants shall only disclose these guidelines to service providers, contractors, and other parties involved 

in the content that will be presented in the virtual Expo site, and shall not make these guidelines available for 

viewing by other third parties without rational cause. 
 

１-１． Objectives                           

The objectives of these guidelines are indicated below. 

・ Provide clear policies to ensure that the spaces that are created are in concert with virtual Expo site 

plans. 

・ Provide information necessary to ensure that Virtual Pavilions in the virtual Expo site are conformant 

with the overall design of the Expo site while providing appealing content. 

 

１-２． Overview of the guidelines                           

These guidelines are divided into the following five sections. 

・ Section 1 Introduction 

This section presents the background of the guidelines and their objectives. 

・ Section 2 Overview of the Virtual Expo Project 

This section explains the overall positioning and structure of the Virtual Expo Project and provides 

an overview including milestones for the period leading up to the Expo period. 

・ Section 3 Overall Virtual Expo Site Plan 

This section provides an overview of the virtual Expo site concept, user experiences, and the 

functions of the platform used to provide them. 

・ Section 4 Content creation by Virtual Expo participants 

This section presents technical and system elements essential for the creation of virtual content 

together with information which is necessary for planning and creating content. 

・ Section 5 Procedures and materials to be submitted 

This section presents an overview of the documents and submission processes required when 

creating virtual content. 

 

Sections 1, 2, and 3 primarily contain information that is to be used as a foundation when participants consider 

their Virtual Expo content. Sections 4 and 5 consist of specific guidelines and summarise matters to be taken into 

consideration when planning and designing Virtual Expo content. 

１-３． Control and Guide                           

This document provides two types of indices—Control or Guide—to help participants to design their virtual 

pavilions in compliance with this guidelines document. The Organiser will also use these indices when it 

evaluates virtual contents submitted by participants. 
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C-00 Control defines requirements that participants must comply with and defines what is restricted   or 

prohibited when planning and designing virtual pavilions. consist of requirements and planning/design 

restrictions and prohibitions. 

G-01 Guide indicate the Organiser's recommendations to participants to ensure that Virtual Pavilions are 

planned/designed in alignment with the Expo's purposes and objectives. 

 

１-４． Legal and regulatory compliance, etc.                           

When creating virtual Expo site content, participation contracts must comply with all laws and related 

regulations indicated in General Regulations and Special Regulations. 

 

A- Major intellectual property-related international treaties concluded and ratified by the government of 

Japan that are currently in effect 

・ Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property 

・ Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 

・ Madrid Agreement for the Repression of False or Deceptive Indications of Source on Goods 

・ International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting 

Organisations 

・ Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized Duplication of Their 

Phonograms 

・ Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

・ Patent Cooperation Treaty 

・ Patent Law Treaty 

・ Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks 

・ Trademark Law Treaty 

・ Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks 

・ Hague Agreement Concerning the International Deposit of Industrial Designs - Geneva Act 

・ World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty 

・ World Intellectual Property Organization Performances and Phonograms Treaty 

 

B- Major Japanese intellectual property right-related laws and regulations 

・ Intellectual Property Basic Act 

・ Patent Act 

・ Utility Model Act 

・ Design Act 

・ Trademark Act 

・ Copyright Act 

・ Act on the Circuit Layout of a Semiconductor Integrated Circuits 

・ Unfair Competition Prevention Act 

・ Commercial Code 

 

C- Other Japanese laws and regulations 

・ Act on the Protection of Personal Information 

 

 

 

Participants must also refer to and comply with all other guidelines and materials indicated by the Organiser, 

including these guidelines, and all other standards, etc., related to the contents of individual plans. 
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２． Overview of the Virtual Expo Project 

This section presents the general concept of the Virtual Expo Project. 

 

２-１． Overall objectives and positioning of the Virtual Expo 

As part of its mission to design the future, the Expo will also conduct a Virtual Expo, using virtual 

technologies such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies to provide the Expo with 

even greater appeal and a stronger voice. It will be an inclusive Expo that can be attended by numerous people 

around the world, including people with disabilities, the elderly, people living far away, and others who would 

like to come to the Expo but cannot make it to the physical Expo site. 

The virtual Expo site addressed in these guidelines will be conducted by the Japan Association for the 2025 

World Exposition as a form of catalogue (electronic representation environment) as stipulated in Article 29 of 

the General Regulations. Furthermore, this project will be realised through the active sponsorship of private 

sector companies and the ingenuity, imagination, and spirit of co-creation of the sponsor with the aim of using 

state-of-the-art technologies and systems to create a modern-day slice of the future of society by using the Expo 

as a showcase of this future through the virtual Expo site, a Future Society Showcase Project Exhibition. 

 

Objectives: Use state-of-the-art virtual technologies to heighten the appeal and reach of the Expo, creating an 

inclusive Expo that many people can take part in, thereby creating a society of the future that 

promotes Virtual Expo attendance by visitors to the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site and vice versa 

 

Positioning: An interactive digital catalogue that presents the Yumeshima Island Expo site online 

 

 
 

Figure 2-1-1 Overview of the Virtual Expo 

 

Roles of the Organiser: 

- Create the virtual Expo site platform and reproduce the overall Yumeshima Island Expo site and the 

exteriors of individual pavilions using 3D CG 

- Prepare guidelines and provide information essential for participating in the virtual Expo site 

- Providing authoring tools and program operation support to participants 

 

Roles of participants: 

- Providing exterior data for pavilions 

- Providing the exhibit content (videos, slides, etc.) that will be shown inside Virtual Pavilions 

- Creating and operating the content and programs that will be shown inside Virtual Pavilions 

* Details regarding the content creation that is to be performed by participants are provided in Section 

4. 
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Figure 2-1-2 Division of roles with respect to creating the Virtual Expo 

 

Virtual Expo sponsor information (as of September 30, 2022) 

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) 

Otemachi First Square, East Tower, 1-5-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8116, 

Established: April 1, 1985 

Capital: 938 billion yen (as of March 31, 2022) 

Employees: 333,850 (as of March 31, 2022) 

 

Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan Future Society Showcase Project Exhibition "Virtual EXPO" Platinum 

Partner 

２-２． Basic policy 

The Virtual Expo will be a virtual site that reproduces the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site online, using 

3D CG. Visitors from inside and outside the Expo site will be able to enjoy various Expo experiences through 

avatars. Furthermore, technologies such as AR will enable visitors to the actual Expo site to enjoy virtual 

content through their smartphones and other devices. This will provide countless people with opportunities to 

experience the Expo in ways that could not be achieved through a physical Expo site alone. The Expo will 

explore the potential of the new society of the future, in which real and virtual worlds are intertwined. 
 

Access to the virtual Expo site: 

In order to enable many people to experience the Expo, the Virtual Expo will be accessible via the 

internet using smartphones, computers, and other personal devices whose use is widespread around the 

world. Section 3 provides details regarding the devices that will be supported, their specifications, and 

applications. 
 

Entrance fee for the virtual Expo site: 

Given the positioning of the Virtual Expo as a digital catalogue, and in order to make the Expo an 

inclusive one, there is no entry fee to the virtual Expo site itself. 

 

 

Virtual Expo period: 

The Virtual Expo is positioned as an online counterpart to the Expo held in the actual Yumeshima Island 

Expo site, and the real and virtual Expos are envisioned as providing mutually interactive experiences, so 

(with the exception of initiatives taken to foster momentum, etc.), the Virtual Expo will operate fully 

during the same period as the main Expo (April 13 to October 13, 2025). 
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Degree of reproduction of Yumeshima Island Expo site exhibits within the Virtual Pavilion: 

In order for the Virtual Expo to serve its function as a digital catalogue of the Yumeshima Island Expo 

site, the virtual Expo site's arrangement and the exteriors of its structures will replicate those of the actual 

Expo site to the degree necessary to fulfil these objectives, but participants are not required to faithfully 

reproduce their exhibits. Exhibits in virtual Expo site shall have the same themes as those in the 

Yumeshima Island Expo site, which are based on the themes indicated in the Theme Guide. However, it is 

hoped that the content in the virtual Expo site will maximally leverage the features made possible by the 

virtual Expo Expo site, free of spatial, temporal, physical, and mental limitations. For details, please refer 

to Section 4. 

 

Commercial activity in the virtual Expo site: 

The virtual Expo site can also be seen as a type of e-commerce environment, and commercial activities 

are permitted in accordance with Special Regulation 9. However, taking into consideration the intent of the 

General Regulations and Special Regulation 9, care shall be taken to avoid excessive commercialism. For 

details, please refer to the parts of Section 4 concerning merchandise sales and events. 

 

Connecting to external platforms from the virtual Expo site: 

External platforms directly linked from the virtual Expo site should exhibit content related to the theme 

of the real Expo, in accordance with General Regulation 11. Connecting to external content that violates 

the intent of the Expo will be restricted. Care should be taken to avoid excess commercialism, so linking 

directly to external commercial sites will be restricted. Selling merchandise, etc., will be possible by 

linking to official Expo e-commerce sites. 

 

Virtual Expo content intellectual property: 

Intellectual property rights for virtual exhibits, events, and other content created by participants 

themselves, not including that which is supplied by the Organiser or the Virtual Expo sponsor or which is 

defined in individual contracts, will, as a general rule, be the property of the participant. In accordance 

with Special Regulation 11, participants may make audio recordings, photograph, make video recordings, 

duplicate, sell reproductions, broadcast, stream, and post online any participant events, the exteriors of 

their pavilions, their exhibits within the virtual Expo site, their logo marks, their characters, etc., within the 

scope indicated in their separately submitted declaration of consent regarding Virtual Expo content 

creation and operation. 

 

２-３． Arrangement of Virtual Expo content 

The facilities such as Virtual Pavilions placed in the virtual Expo site will be 3D CG reproductions in online 

space of facilities in the actual Expo, created by referring to the layout of the actual Expo site as decided 

following the conclusions of contracts with participants. If the arrangement of facilities were to be as indicated 

in the layout diagram as of July 2022, the Virtual Pavilions and facilities would be reproduced using the site 

layout shown below. Note that the actual layout will be designed based on the most current version of the 

Yumeshima Island Expo site layout plan diagram. 
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Figure 2-3-1 Expo site layout (as of July 2022) 

 

２-４． Project system and communication 

The Virtual Expo will not consist solely of Virtual Pavilions, but will instead be coordinated with all business 

enterprises in the Yumeshima Island Expo site, including event holders and concessionaires. Below is a figure 

showing the Organiser, the Virtual Expo sponsor, participants, other Virtual Expo exhibitors, other sponsors 

such as Expo sponsors, etc. 

 

Communication with participating countries and international organisations: 

Official guidelines and other information will be provided through international conferences and the 

like. Furthermore, as a general rule, applications can be submitted via the Official Participant Portal. We 

plan to set up a "one-stop shop" that will be able to respond to inquiries. 

With regard to merchandise sales, detailed information such as information regarding application 

methods will be provided in the Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan Online Shops 

(tentatively titled) to be issued at a later date. With regard to events, detailed information such as 

information regarding application methods will be provided in the National Day/Special Day Guidelines 

and Event Guidelines to be issued at a later date. 
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Figure 2-4-1 Project system overview  

 

 

２-５． Overall schedule 

Below are the main milestones of Virtual Expo content creation and the overall project schedule as it relates 

to participants. After these guidelines are issued, the period until September 2023 will be the Virtual Expo 

content planning phase. The full-fledged content creation phase will begin in October 2023, and participants 

will individually create content using authoring tools to be provided at a later date. As a general rule, content 

creation by participants is to be finished by September 30, 2024. The Organiser will then reflect the content in 

the virtual Expo site and, with the assistance of participants, fix any bugs. In early 2025, an event will be held 

for general visitors urging them to download the application. On April 13, 2025, the official Expo will begin, 

and the Expo will end on October 13, 2025. Information regarding the deletion of data or the use of data for 

legacy activities following the end of the Expo will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and 

Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 
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Figure 2-5-1 Overall schedule 
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３． Overall Virtual Expo Site Plan 

The Expo will share various visions for the future, led by the theme of "Designing Future Society for Our 

Lives." The virtual Expo site will offer a range of activities that express these visions for the future in an even 

richer manner, providing the Expo with an unprecedented level of allure. This section provides an overview of 

the intentions of the virtual Expo site, the values that will be provided throughout the virtual Expo site, and how 

the virtual Expo site will be produced by the Organiser. 

３-１． The virtual Expo site concept and the value it provides 

The following concept has been defined for the virtual Expo site to clarify the messages it will convey and to 

produce a greater sense of coherence and unity between exhibits by different virtual Expo exhibitors. 

 

 

Figure ３-１-１ Concept 

 

The virtual Expo site platform, based on the virtual Expo site concept, aims to provide the following value. 

 

 

The Value Provided by the Virtual Expo Site 

The experiences and communication made possible by virtual Expo sites will 

present visitors with insights into diverse ways of living and the splendour of 

life. 
 

Through the Virtual Expo, we wish to provide countless people with insights into diverse ways of living and 

the splendour of life. The Expo will provide a space where visitors are exposed to new ways of thinking, new 

philosophies, and new technologies, imagining and conceptualising the future. The Virtual Expo will serve as a 

laboratory for a future society where lives shine bright, providing an environment where people work together 

to explore and collaboratively create new ways of living. To do so, the Virtual Expo will provide experiences 

that transcend the limitations of physical distance and time that apply to the real world. It will create 

communication as only a virtual space can, exposing visitors to diverse ways of living and sparking insights 

regarding the many splendours of life. It will serve as a platform that helps make the real world into an even 

better place. 

 

Three "action themes" have been defined in order to present these insights into diverse ways of living and the 

many splendours of life. Organisers will design experiences using the virtual Expo site space based on these 

action themes. Whenever possible, Virtual Expo exhibitors are to design the exhibitions and experiences of their 

Virtual Pavilions in accordance with the following action themes so that they may provide visitors with a 

coherent, united experience. 
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Action theme (1): "Shine by learning about life" 

Throughout the world, there are countless ways of living to explore. Let's board Yumeshima, the island 

in the sky, and set out on a journey where we will encounter diverse ways of living. Yumeshima, the island 

in the sky, is a virtual Expo site where visitors can travel the world. It throws off the constraints of physical 

distance and time, taking people to diverse regions (such as Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Middle East) and 

various points of time and space (such as the Cretaceous Era, outer space, and the Middle Ages). 

Knowledge, wisdom, and passion gathered from around the world are collected and shared in Yumeshima, 

the island in the sky, to mould our future. 

 

At the Virtual Expo, we are also currently considering making it possible for visitors to reflect their own 

ideas in the virtual Expo site spaces or parts of Virtual Pavilions, and we are considering including 

elements in which visitors can actively participate in games. 

 

Action theme (2): "Shine by sharing one's life" 

The power that drives visitors' flight through the sky is the splendour of life that users create through 

their actions. The actions that generate this this splendour of life include communicating with other users 

and behaving altruistically. Once the "splendour of life" reaches a certain level, Yumeshima, the island in 

the sky, will take off for the next destination, visiting a variety of times and spaces. The more actively 

users participate, the more times and spaces they can visit on Yumeshima, the island in the sky. The Virtual 

Expo will also employ various mechanisms that enable a wide range of people around the world to enjoy 

taking part. For example, visitors will be able to interact using Japanese emoji, onomatopoeia, comic book 

word bubbles, and the like, forming ties that extend across language lines. 

 

Action theme (3): "Shine by expressing life" 

The splendour of life that is created by each and every user becomes a light that pours into the Virtual 

Expo's grand roof ("RING"). The more users engage in behaviour that generates the splendour of life, the 

brighter and larger the RING becomes, and the more varied its appearance and effects. Activities which 

previously been invisible will take shape before their eyes. The Virtual Expo will also make it possible to 

express the splendour of life in ways that are only possible in a virtual world. For example, visitors will be 

able to transform into what they want to be, drawing out their full potential. The Virtual Expo is always a 

place of freedom and potential, where visitors can try their hands at a variety of experiences. 

 

 

Figure ３-１-２Conceptual image of production 

３-２． Overall production of the virtual Expo site 

This section contains information regarding measures being considered for the entire Expo site to enable 

Virtual Pavilion virtual Expo exhibitors to better conceptualise the Virtual Expo. Please note that the contents of 

this section are subject to change. Detailed information will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction 

and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

 

- A virtual Expo site that flies around the globe 

The Expo site itself will take to the sky in the "Yumeshima, the island in the sky" virtual Expo site, 

presenting users with the experience of flying from Osaka to sites around the world. 
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Figure ３-２-１ Conceptual exterior image of the virtual Expo site as it flies around the globe 

 

 

- Spatial design that nurtures a sense of coherence and unity 

At the actual Expo site, during the Expo period, National Days will be held to celebrate 

participating countries. We are considering announcing these national celebration events on 

Yumeshima, the island in the sky, and holding special digital shows that create a sense of coherence 

and unity for the Expo. 

 

Figure ３-２-２ Sample conceptual image of the virtual Expo site on a National Day  
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Figure ３-２-３ Sample conceptual image of a digital show in the skies of the virtual Expo site  

 

 

- Experiences linked to the Yumeshima Island Expo site 

In addition to the virtual Expo site's VR content, we are considering using AR functions at the 

actual Yumeshima Island Expo site to create hands-on content linking the real and virtual worlds. 
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Figure ３-２-４ Example of someone at the actual Expo site using AR to play a game  

 

３-３． Overview of virtual Expo site platform specifications 

This section provides an overview of the minimum required performance specifications and functions to be 

provided by the virtual Expo site platform in order to realise the aforementioned concepts and action themes. As 

of September 2022, the virtual Expo site platform itself is still in the planning and design phase. The contents of 

these guidelines are provided in order to share information which will be necessary in the planning and 

deliberation of Virtual Expo content. Please note that detailed specifications are subject to review and revision 

based on the status of the creation of the actual virtual Expo site platform. Final, detailed specifications will be 

presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

３-３-１． Virtual Expo site platform operation requirements 

The performance requirements and operation specifications of the virtual Expo site platform are indicated 

below. 

 

- Peak usage: Up to 3.2 million unique users per hour 

- Number of simultaneous users per world: Envisioned as being at minimum several dozen users  

Details will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content 

(tentatively titled). 
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(1) Devices supporting the Virtual Expo app 

The Virtual Expo app shall operate on the following devices. 

- HMD: Meta Quest 2  

* Envisioned as of September 2022. This may change in the future depending on how widespread 

usage of the device is in the future. 

- iOS: iPhones/iPads 

- Android: Android devices 

- Computers: Windows computers, Macs 

* The specifications, OS versions, and other details regarding iOS devices, Android devices, and 

computers will be indicated in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo 

Content (tentatively titled), based on what devices are in widespread use at that time. 

(2) Operating policy 

The operating policy of the virtual Expo site platform is indicated below. 

- Service provision hours: Service is to be provided 24 hours a day during the Expo period 

- Users are to be notified before any maintenance which would affect the service is performed. 

However, this does not apply in the case of maintenance with a high degree of urgency. 

- Notification to users is envisioned as being performed using the Expo portal site and other landing 

pages, etc., provided by the Virtual Expo. 

 

３-３-２． Functions provided by the virtual Expo site platform 

The virtual Expo site is a metaverse environment where visitors can enjoy various experiences by controlling 

avatars. This is made possible by functions that can be used by visitors themselves, by functions that are used 

by participants to create content, and by functions involved in the operation of the virtual Expo site by the 

Organiser. Below is an overview of the functions provided by the virtual Expo site platform. 

 

(1) Functions related to operation by visitors 

Visitors will be able to freely explore the virtual Expo site and experience its exhibits and events using 

avatars. The functions that can be operated by visitors are indicated below. 

- Login function: 

Visitors can use the ID issued by the Organiser to log into the Expo site. In addition to Expo IDs, 

visitors can also use their social media IDs, etc., to log into the Expo site. 

 

- Menu functions: 

Users can save and manage settings based on their own preferences on a per-ID basis. Currently, 

the following are planned to be configurable items: User display name, language (Japanese/English), 

POV (first-person/third-person), audio output on/off, map display on/off, avatar settings, friend 

registration (refer to the friend function section of these guidelines), and operation guidance. 

Additions and detailed contents will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation 

of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

- Avatar functions: 

Visitors will be able to configure avatars linked to their IDs that they can control within the virtual 

Expo site. We plan for the appearance of avatars to be customisable on a per-user basis. We also plan 

for avatars to show items such as avatar clothing purchased by users on designated sites. The basic 

specifications of avatars must conform with the services provided by the Organiser. With regard to the 

creation of content such as avatar clothing, indicated in Section 4, we plan to limit content that can be 

used at the virtual Expo site to content which was created as a 3D object in accordance with technical 

requirements and which was registered using the tools provided by the Organiser. Details will be 

presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively 

titled). 

 

- User information display functions: 
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Users will be able to select the avatars of other people in the virtual Expo site and view information 

regarding them. We plan for this displayed information to consist of the user's display name, profile, 

language, friend status (including the ability to send a friend request), etc. 

 

- Verbal communication functions: 

In addition to controlling an avatar, visitors will also be able to communicate via text chat and 

voice chat. We plan to provide text chat and voice chat functions that can be used to communicate 

with all other visitors in the immediate vicinity (within several meters) within the same site, and chat 

functions for communicating only with user-selected individuals and groups. We envision text chat as 

supporting only Japanese and English. However, based on the state of future deliberations, we are 

also considering enabling communication in other languages within the virtual Expo site and 

expanding and enriching communications through the use of automatic translation, etc. If and when 

these communication functions are expanded and enriched, information will be provided at a later 

date regarding the scope of translation and specific functions. 

 

- Nonverbal communication functions: 

In addition to the above verbal communication functions, we also plan to provide visual 

communication functions such as emoji, onomatopoeia, comic book word bubbles, and other means 

of communication that are part of Japanese culture. Furthermore, we plan to provide functions for 

changing avatar emotions, such as "neutral," "excited," "mad," "happy," and "sad," and for emotion-

related animations, such as clapping or giving a thumbs-up, based on avatar settings. 

 

- Camera functions: 

We plan to provide camera functions that will allow visitors to capture what is shown on-screen 

throughout the virtual Expo site. Visitors will be able to save the screen captures linked to their ID 

and download them to their computer or smartphone to commemorate the event as desired. For 

Virtual Pavilions where virtual Expo exhibitors do not wish for photographs to be taken, we plan for 

it to be possible to disable the camera function. 

 

- Friend functions: 

We plan to provide friend functions which will place users who have selected each other in 

advance on the same server so that they can communicate, thereby providing the experience of 

visiting the Virtual Expo in groups such as groups of family members, friends, or other communities. 

Due to the limit of avatars that can visit a virtual Expo site at the same time, when users log in, they 

will be assigned to different servers, distributing the load and keeping the number of users within the 

limits for each virtual Expo site. There are no communication functions for chatting, etc., with users 

on other servers. Users can therefore use the friend functions to select and register other users with 

whom they would like to join the same server. These users will then be placed on the same server and 

be able to communicate privately with other registered friends by chatting, etc. We plan for it to be 

possible for users to send friend requests to other users, either by searching for other users or by 

selecting their avatars on-screen, and to register those other users if their friend request is approved. 

Details such as the maximum number of friends a user can register will be presented in the Guidelines 

on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

- Movement functions: 

Users will be able to control their movement throughout the Virtual Expo, including the virtual 

Expo site area and within Virtual Pavilions. The controls will be as indicated below. 

 

・ Controlling movement within the world 

Map display: 

- Area bird's eye view minimap 

- Own location 

 

Walking movement controls: 

- Walking in user-selected direction 

- Sprinting in user-selected direction 

- Jump function: 
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・ Movement using warp objects within the Expo site area 

Warp object movement: 

When avatars touch warp objects within the virtual Expo site area or inside Virtual Pavilions, 

they will be warped to designated virtual Expo site locations or designated locations within 

Virtual Pavilions. 

Example 1: When an avatar touches a warp object in the Pavilion World, they are warped to the 

front of an Information Centre. 

Example 2: When an avatar touches a sign in the Expo site, they are warped to the site of the 

event that the sign is for. 

 

Movement outside the Virtual Expo application: 

A different app can be designated as the movement destination to launch an external app and 

switch to it. When this kind of movement is performed, the user will switch to a platform 

provided by a different participant, so the user will need to agree to switching to a service 

provided by a different participant. Deliberations are underway regarding whether or not to 

carry over ID information or the like when switching to another service. Details will depend on 

the specifications of the application being switched to, so specific information regarding 

whether or not this is possible will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and 

Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

・ Movement using movement objects within the Expo site area 

When avatars touch rideable objects, such as flying cars or Expo site trams with routes 

defined in advance, the objects and avatars will move along the object's defined route to a 

designated location. 

 

 

Figure ３-３-１ Moving using an object  
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(2) Functions used in creation activities by virtual Expo exhibitors 

The exterior of Virtual Pavilions will be created by the Organiser, but the interiors can be created by pavilion 

participants freely, with certain constraints. This section presents an overview of each of the functions that can 

be used when creating Virtual Expo content, thereby providing a bird's eye view of the functions. Refer to 

Section 4 for specific information regarding the planning and design of content. 

 

- Functions that assist with the creation of exhibition spaces: 

Participants will be provided with authoring tools that are necessary for the creation of virtual 

content. Two types of authoring tools will be provided: a Unity-based authoring tool for engineers 

and a simplified web-based authoring tool for participants who are not conversant with Unity. These 

tools can be used to create exhibition spaces by placing 3D objects within the virtual Expo site, 

configuring interactive elements, decorating the interiors of Virtual Pavilions, etc. 

 

- Functions used for events: 

Within created exhibition spaces, it will be possible to hold events using a variety of technologies, 

such as streaming video content or replicating the movements of event performers using motion 

sensors. It is assumed that participants will create or procure video materials and the like themselves, 

but the virtual Expo site platform will provide mechanisms for streaming the events created or 

procured by participants. 

 

- Functions used in selling merchandise: 

Participants will be able to create e-commerce environments by placing 3D objects within the 

virtual Expo site and attaching URL links to the objects. We plan for it to be possible to sell not only 

physical goods such as souvenirs, but also digital content such as avatar clothes. Section 4 contains a 

more detailed overview of merchandise sales. The sale of specific merchandise that is directly linked 

to the virtual Expo site must be managed by the operator administered by the Organiser, so please 

refer to the Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan Online Shops (tentatively titled) 

for information regarding the procedures involved in applying for permission to sell merchandise, the 

types of merchandise that can be sold, royalties, and other information. 

 

- Functions for utilising data: 

We envision that when creating exhibition spaces, participants will use data to design experiences, 

such as providing specific users with special experiences. We plan for the virtual Expo site platform 

to provide API, etc., that enable participants to identify the user IDs of users that visit their Virtual 

Pavilion. For example, we plan for it to be possible for interactive elements defined using Visual 

Scripting, a function provided by Unity that can be used as a function that assists with the creation of 

exhibition spaces, to call the API and perform special actions for users with specific IDs. Detailed 

implementation specifications for this function will be presented in the Guidelines on the 

Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). We plan for statistical 

information, such as the number of visitors that visit each pavilion, to be acquired separately from the 

Organiser and shared with participants when it is available. 

 

- Integration with other streaming systems, etc. : 

In order to enable video streaming, etc., it will be possible to link to external URLs to use external 

streaming systems such as YouTube. Integration with exhibits, etc., prepared by participants and 

installed in the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site is envisioned as being achieved through web 

transmission using HTTPS, etc. Details regarding the operation methods involved will be presented in 

the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

(3) Other functions related to platform operation 

- Content management system (CMS) functions: 

To realise Yumeshima, the island in the sky, presented in the Expo concept, functions will be 

provided for making batch modifications to Expo site background images, background music, Expo 

site announcements, and the like. These functions will be operated by the Organiser. 
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- Scheduling functions: 

The Expo will be a long-term exhibition, continuing for half a year, so we envision participants as 

switching out exhibits during the course of the Expo. To make this possible, the Organiser will 

implement functions for switching out multiple rooms (sets of content within a Virtual Pavilion) that 

were created in advance. This will be performed upon participant request and the timing will be set by 

the participant. 

 

- Log management functions: 

Functions will be implemented for managing information such as operation logs, including which 

user IDs visited which Virtual Pavilions and the time of day during which they visited, security logs, 

etc. These functions will be managed and operated by the Organiser. 

 

- Payment and point system integration functions: 

In addition to being able to make payments at the Expo using cashless services such as credit cards 

and electronic money, we also plan to operate point systems such as Expo-exclusive EXPO Coins 

(tentative name) and EXPO Points (tentative name). We plan for it to be possible to purchase 

merchandise, etc., at the virtual Expo site using these systems. Details regarding payment and point 

systems will be presented in the separately defined Guidelines on Cashless Payment Systems and 

Digital Currency Services (tentatively titled). 

 

- Recommendation functions: 

Many participants will have exhibits and hold events at the virtual Expo site. That is why we are 

considering functions for providing a certain level of recommendations and Expo site-wide 

announcements to virtual Expo site visitors, providing them with a more convenient and pleasant 

virtual experience. Detailed implementation methods and a conceptual image of recommendations 

will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content 

(tentatively titled). 

 

- Expo ICT-PF integration functions: 

We are considering various ways of utilising data at the Virtual Expo to improve the user 

experience and to promote Virtual Expo attendance by visitors to the actual Yumeshima Island Expo 

site and vice versa. To achieve this, we plan to integrate data using an Expo ICT-PF (data integration 

platform) and APIs prepared by the Organiser. We are considering using the Expo ICT-PF and the 

APIs to, for example, determine the status of the real Expo site and depict its attendance conditions in 

the virtual Expo site, creating a sense of bustling energy, or to create special content that can only be 

viewed by visitors who have taken part in events at the real Expo site. Details regarding the handling 

of personal information and specific security measures and operation rules related to data utilisation 

will be presented in the Data Utilisation Guidelines (tentatively titled) issued separately by the 

Organiser. Specific detailed content will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and 

Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

- Integration with the official Expo application, etc.: 

To enable many people to access the Virtual Expo application, we plan to integrate it with the 

separate planned official Expo application so that the Virtual Expo application can be called directly 

from the official Expo application. The Virtual Expo application and the official Expo application are 

planned to be operated as separate, individual applications. 

 

(4) Other functions 

Detailed virtual Expo site platform specifications will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and 

Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). Additional functions other than those indicated here will 

be deliberated and added at a future date. We are currently deliberating supporting the use of non-fungible 

tokens (NFTs) for digital content and implementing gifting functions. Information will be rolled out regarding 

functions with the potential to affect content creation by participants, so please check the Official Participant 

Portal, etc. 
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３-３-３． Virtual Expo site platform security requirements 

 

Security measures for the virtual Expo site platform will be implemented during system creation and 

operation by the Organiser in accordance with the Information Security Guidelines separately issued by the 

Organiser. There is therefore no need for participants to implement their own security measures with respect to 

the virtual Expo site platform. 

However, participants are responsible for managing Unity programs during the content creation stage and for 

implementing and managing integration with the system and the systems integrated with the virtual Expo site 

platform when content created by the participant links to external URLs, or sends data to or receives data from 

locations outside the virtual Expo site platform. Participants must take the Information Security Guidelines 

separately issued by the Organiser into consideration when deliberating regarding security measures. 
 

３-３-４． The virtual Expo site space 

(1) 3D spatial design 

Within the Virtual Expo area, the number and quality of objects, the number of avatars that are visible, etc., 

may place a heavy load on devices and affect application operation. Therefore, in order to distribute this load, 

we envision the virtual Expo site as being composed of multiple areas, as shown below. 

 

 

 

Figure ３-３-２ Example of segmentation of virtual Expo site (envisioned) 

 

 

(2) Types of pavilions available 

Participants in the Virtual Expo will be issued Virtual Pavilions of the same type of pavilion as they have in 

the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site. 

Regardless of the type of pavilion, specifications regarding the type of content that can be provided in the 

Virtual Pavilion, etc., are identical for all pavilions. Please refer to "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors" for 

details regarding the creation of Virtual Pavilions. 
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(a) Type A: Self-built pavilions 

The exterior of the Virtual Pavilion is created by the Organiser using BIM data submitted by participants 

and other exterior appearance data. 

Except when it is created by the Organiser, the interior of the Virtual Pavilion is created and operated by 

the participant. 

 

(b) Type B: Pavilion modules 

The exterior of the Virtual Pavilion is created by the Organiser. When there are decorations on the 

exterior of the pavilion, the decorations are created by the Organiser based on information supplied by the 

participant and reflected by the Organiser on the exterior of the pavilion. 

Except when it is created by the Organiser, the interior of the Virtual Pavilion is created and operated by 

the participant. 

(c) Type C: Shared pavilion 

Rooms are shared by multiple participants. The Organiser creates and operates the exterior of the Virtual 

Pavilion and the interior of the shared pavilion. The Organiser places multiple booths within the interior of 

the shared pavilion and assigns the booths to the countries exhibiting in the shared pavilion. The interior of 

each country's booth is created and operated by the corresponding participant. 

 

Figure ３-３-３ Types of Virtual Pavilions and their structures 

 

 

(3) User journey (function overview list) 

 

Below is an example of the user journey, from when a visitor logs into the Virtual Expo during the Expo 

period until the visitor logs out. 
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Figure ３-３-４ Roadmap of the user experience during the Expo period 

 

 

(a) Accessing the Virtual Expo (logging in)       

The user uses a URL link in the Expo application or on the Expo portal site, landing page, etc., to 

launch the Virtual Expo app on their HMD device or smartphone and logs in using their Expo ID. 

 

Figure ３-３-５ Logging into the Virtual Expo 

      

 

(b) Selecting an avatar 

After logging in, the user selects a pre-set avatar to represent them in the virtual Expo site or creates their 

own avatar using pre-set parts. 

For details, please refer to "3-3-2. Functions provided by the virtual Expo site platform." 
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Figure ３-３-６ Selecting an avatar 

 

 

(c) Moving around the Expo site area 

Once the user has selected their avatar, they enter the virtual Expo site and begin experiencing the 

Virtual Expo space. 

Users have various means of movement within the virtual Expo site. For example, they can take a walk, 

experience riding in a mobility vehicle while also moving to their destination, warp instantly by selecting a 

point on the pavilion map, move to a location within the Virtual Pavilion by touching a point of interest 

introduced in one of the pavilions in the area. 

For details, please refer to "3-3-2. Functions provided by the virtual Expo site platform." 

 

Figure ３-３-７ Moving around the Expo site area 

 

(d) Entering Virtual Pavilions and experiencing exhibits 

The virtual Expo site will contain Virtual Pavilions, just like the actual pavilions in the Expo. When a 

user enters a pavilion in the virtual Expo site, they will be able to experience the environment and exhibits 

inside the Virtual Pavilion created by participants. 

For details, please refer to "4-4. Creating interiors." 
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Figure ３-３-８ Experiencing environments and exhibits inside pavilions 

 

 

(e) Events held inside Virtual Pavilions 

In addition to permanently displayed content in Virtual Pavilions, such as interior environments and 

exhibits, visitors can also experience events held by participants. Avatars can watch 2D videos shown 

inside Virtual Pavilions along with other avatars and can watch live performances such as plays or dances 

created by the participant using motion capture. 

For details, please refer to "4-6. Creating events." 

 

Figure ３-３-９Experiencing an event inside a pavilion 

 

(f) Mutual communication between users and communication between users and performers 

Users can communicate with other users in the same virtual Expo site. Functions for communicating 

with performers in live events, held inside or outside the Virtual Pavilion, will also make it possible for 

users to communicate in the Virtual Expo in ways that are not possible at the actual Expo site. 

For details, please refer to "3-3-2. Functions provided by the virtual Expo site platform." 

 

Figure ３-３-１０ Communicating within the virtual Expo site 
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(g) Integration between the real and virtual Expo site 

We are considering enabling visitors to the real Expo site to communicate with virtual Expo site visitors 

using AR. 

 

Figure ３-３-１１AR integration between the real and virtual Expo site 

      

(h) Shopping in the virtual Expo site 

Avatars can touch virtual items installed within the virtual Expo site and Virtual Pavilions and 3D 

objects that represent physical items, examining them from various angles and purchasing them. Avatars 

can also change clothes by buying avatar clothing or accessories. 

For details, please refer to "4-7. Merchandise sales design." 

 

Figure ３-３-１２ Shopping at the virtual Expo site 

 

 

(i) Overall production of the virtual Expo site 

At the virtual Expo site, visitors will be able to experience not only events held by participants in 

pavilions, but also the Expo's theme, National Days, performances in event spaces, and more. We plan 

to change the appearance and presentation of the virtual Expo site based on events, times of the year, 

times of day, and the like so that visitors never become tired of the Expo. 

For details, please refer to "3-2. Overall production of the virtual Expo site." 
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Figure ３-３-１３ Measures affecting the entire virtual Expo site 
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４． Content Creation by Virtual Expo Participants 

４-１． Basic policy 

Virtual Expo participants can create a diverse variety of virtual content for the interiors of the Virtual 

Pavilions that have been allocated to them. Participants can place an exhibition in the Virtual Pavilion without 

any significant cost because they will be able to use tools and support supplied by the Organiser and will be 

able take advantage of other techniques, such as reusing content which was created for the actual Yumeshima 

Island Expo site.  We hope that participants consider how they will approach the people around the globe who 

visit the Expo online and actively utilise the virtual Expo site as a space for sharing their own conceptions of 

the new shape of the society of the future, leveraging the unique potential of virtual reality to provide their 

pavilions with even greater allure through exhibitions that stand apart from their physical Expo exhibitions. 

 

４-１-１． Varieties of content creation 

We assume that the degree of involvement in the creation of Virtual Pavilion content will vary from 

participant to participant. The Organiser therefore plans to provide the following varieties of tools and support. 

 

(1) Premium 

In addition to the game engine (Unity) functions used by the virtual Expo site platform, participants 

allocate adequate budgets to content creation, using technologies for functions that are not provided standard 

by the virtual Expo site platform, such as volumetric capture, to create immersive content. For details, please 

use for reference the information regarding the Unity-based authoring tool in "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion 

interiors" and the information regarding exhibitions using special videos in "4-4. Creating interiors." 

 

(2) Standard 

Participants will use the game engine (Unity) functions used by the virtual Expo site platform and tools 

provided by the Organiser (the Virtual Expo SDK) to create unique virtual content such as original 3D 

graphics and interactive elements. For details, please use for reference the information regarding the Unity-

based authoring tool in "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors." 

 

(3) Entry 

Participants will only show slideshows, promotional videos, etc., essential for promoting the contents of 

their exhibits in the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site. For details, please use for reference the information 

regarding the simplified web-based authoring tool in "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors." 

 

For participants for whom creating virtual content is not feasible, we will take measures such as having the 

participants submit exhibition panels, video content, and other materials, and we will use standard templates 

provided by the simplified web-based authoring tool to place those materials within the pavilion. 

 

C-01 Participants for whom creating virtual content is not feasible shall at least supply the Organiser with 

exhibition panels, video content, and the like. 
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(* The name "Unity," the Unity logo, and all other Unity trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

Unity Technologies or affiliated companies in the U.S. and other countries) 

Figure  ４-１-１ Varieties of virtual content creation 

 

４-１-２． Resources allocated to participants 

Each participant will be allocated a space, which corresponds to their Virtual Pavilion, in which to place their 

content (hereinafter referred to as a "room"). We envision exhibits as being replaced during the course of the 

Expo, so participants can create multiple rooms. However, only one room may be in operation at any time 

within the virtual Expo site. Participants cannot operate multiple rooms simultaneously. 

Excessively large content could negatively impact usability by excessively consuming the device resources 

of visitors, so recommended resource sizes will be stipulated for each Virtual Pavilion. 

 

G-02 Recommended room size: 100 MB or less 

C-02 Number of rooms that can be in operation simultaneously: 1 room 

 

The rooms indicated above will be allocated to participants with Type A or Type B pavilions. For participants 

with Type C pavilions, the pavilions will be shared pavilions, used by multiple participants. Therefore, we plan 

to allocate each participant a booth within the shared space and allocate individual exhibition rooms for 

participants by linking them from the corresponding booths. 

 

４-１-３． Reproducing the Yumeshima Island Expo site and the themes of exhibits 

The arrangement, shape, size, etc. of the landscaping of the virtual Expo site and the appearance of the 

Virtual Pavilion will be matched to the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site in order to faithfully reproduce it. 

However, the objective of the decorations and content inside the Virtual Pavilions is not to simply reproduce 

the interiors of the actual Expo site or to provide content that reproduces what can be experience in the actual 

Expo site. Instead, we hope that participants create content that makes it possible to provide new experiences 

and discoveries within the online space (metaverse) that differ from those of the real world. We hope that 

participants consider creating experiential design by using the latest technologies, such as AR and VR, to link 

the virtual Expo site and the actual Expo site. 

 

C-03 The themes of the exhibit content created for the virtual Expo site must be the same as the themes 

defined for the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site at the time of submission of the participation contract. 
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G-03 The content exhibited in the virtual Expo site does not need to be the same as that exhibited in the actual 

Yumeshima Island Expo site. Instead, preferably, the content exhibited in the virtual Expo site should 

take advantage of the potential of the virtual Expo site, which is free of the limitations of physical 

distance and time in accordance with the People's Living Lab concept. 

 

Figure  ４-１-２ Degree of reproduction of exhibits within the Virtual Pavilion 

 

４-１-４． Content creation expense types and approximate cost 

This section provides an overview of the types of expenses involved in generating content for pavilions, for 

which Virtual Pavilion participants will be responsible, and the approximate costs of this creation work. 

Please note that the following table does not include the costs associated with content created outside the 

pavilion, such as the cost of platforms used by individual participants or the cost of creating video content to be 

streamed at events. The approximate cost information below is provided purely for reference purposes and does 

not constitute a guarantee that participants will be able to create content with the budget shown below. 

 

Table  ４-１-１ Approximate costs of content creation by expense type  

 Standard  Special  Premium  

Expense  Unit cost  Quantity  Amount  Quantity  Amount  Quantity  Amount  

Planning expenses  ¥100,000 per person 

per day  

10 ¥1,000,000 30 ¥3,000,000 40 ¥4,000,000 

Spatial design expenses  ¥200,000 per person 

per day  

 ¥0 20 ¥4,000,000 40 ¥8,000,000 

CG creation expenses 

and data conversion 

expenses  

¥200,000 per person 

per day  

10 ¥2,000,000 75 ¥15,000,000 100 ¥20,000,000 

Volumetric video 

capture expenses  

¥15,000,0

00 

-   ¥0  ¥0 1 ¥15,000,000 

Coding expenses  ¥150,000 per person 

per day  

 ¥0 20 ¥3,000,000 60 ¥9,000,000 

Testing and Q&A 

expenses  

¥100,000 per person 

per day  

 ¥0 20 ¥2,000,000 30 ¥3,000,000 

Production 

management expenses  

¥100,000 per person 

per day  

20 ¥2,000,000 30 ¥3,000,000 100 ¥10,000,000 

   Total 

amount  

¥5,000,000 Total 

amount  

¥30,000,000 Total 

amount  

¥69,000,000 

 

 

４-２． Creating the exterior of the Virtual Pavilion 

In the virtual Expo site, the Organiser will reproduce the landscape and the exteriors of facilities such as 

Virtual Pavilions using architectural data such as BIM data and external texture data provided by participants. 
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We plan for participants to be able to check the exteriors that are created on a Virtual Expo application that will 

be provided separately. 

 

４-２-１． Creating exterior data for Type A pavilion participants 

Participants with Type A pavilions are to provide the Organiser with BIM data based on the "BIM 

Requirements for Type A Pavilions (Self-built Pavilions)※."  However, generally speaking, BIM data does not 

contain texture data, colour data, or other improvement data pertaining to the exterior of the pavilion, so the 

Organiser will also request the following information in order to reproduce the exterior of the pavilion. Due to 

the limitations of the functions and capabilities of the virtual Expo site platform, there are limits to the degree to 

which pavilion exteriors can be reproduced, so please be aware that the shapes, colours, textures, 

improvements, etc., may not be completely identical to those of the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site. 

 

C-04 To reproduce textures, colours, and improvements in Virtual Pavilions, participants must supply the 

following additional information or assist the Organiser in determining this information. 

 

Information to be provided for use in creating exteriors 

- Provide perspective drawings (which can be used to obtain information about colours, textures, 

and improvements, and which we envision as consisting of perspective drawings from multiple 

angles) and provide other data which can be used to confirm information about colours, textures, 

and improvements. 

- From the final design stage onward (from the submission of LOD300-equivalent BIM data 

onward), if there are any major additions or changes to exteriors, participants wishing for the 

Organiser to make changes must submit information regarding these additions or change by 

September 2024. 

 

When leaving exterior data acquisition and reproduction entirely to the Organiser 

- The Organiser will use photographs of the exterior of the actual erected pavilion as of September 

2024 to gather information and reproduce the exterior in the Virtual Pavilion. Participants must 

cooperate with the Organiser in photographing the pavilion.  

 

Note: 

The Organiser will choose similar colours, using the photographs purely for reference, but the 

accuracy of the reproduction will be lower than that of pavilions for which participants actively 

supply information. 

 

４-２-２． Creating exterior data for Type B/C pavilion participants 

For participants with Type B/C pavilions, the Organiser will build the pavilion, so there is no need to submit 

BIM data. However, improvements, etc., made by participants on their own cannot be determined as of the time 

of pavilion construction, so we request that participants provide the Organiser with any exterior texture, colour, 

and improvement related information that is necessary for reproducing their pavilion. As with Type A pavilions, 

due to the limitations of the functions and capabilities of the virtual Expo site platform, there are limits to the 

degree to which pavilion exteriors can be reproduced, so please be aware that the shapes, colours, textures, 

improvements, etc., may not be completely identical to those of the physical pavilion. 

 

C-05 To reproduce textures, colours, and improvements in Virtual Pavilions, participants must supply the 

following additional information or assist the Organiser in determining this information. 

 

When participants actively supply information for exterior creation 

                                                             
※ Materials regarding Type A (self-built) pavilions [For Official Participants] 

   https://www.expo2025.or.jp/association/maintenance/guidelines-typea/ 
  Materials regarding Type A (self-built) pavilions [For Private Pavilions] 

   https://www.expo2025.or.jp/association/maintenance/guidelines-typea-private/ 
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- Provide perspective drawings (which can be used to obtain information about colours, textures, 

and improvements, and which we envision as consisting of perspective drawings from multiple 

angles) and provide a data file whose contents can be used to confirm information about colours, 

textures, and improvements by September 2024. 

 

When leaving information acquisition and reproduction entirely to the Organiser 

- The Organiser will use photographs of the exterior of the actual erected pavilion as of September 

2024 to gather information and reproduce the exterior in the Virtual Pavilion. Participants must 

cooperate with the Organiser in photographing the pavilion.  

 

Note: 

- The Organiser will choose similar colours, using the photographs purely for reference, but the 

accuracy of the reproduction will be lower than that of pavilions for which participants actively 

supply information. 

 

４-２-３． The process of creating the Virtual Pavilion's exterior 

Below is an overview of the process of creating the Virtual Pavilion's exterior and the division of roles in this 

process. 

The procedure differs depending on the type of pavilion. For Type A pavilions, see "4-2-1. Creating exterior 

data for participants with Type A pavilions." For Type B or C pavilions, see "4-2-2. Creating exterior data for 

participants with Type B/C pavilions." 

 
 

Figure  ４-２-１ The process of creating the Virtual Pavilion's exterior 

 

 

４-３．  Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors 

When participants create the interiors of their Virtual Pavilions, this process consists primarily of two 

elements. An overview is provided below. 

 

- Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors 

The 3D space inside the Virtual Pavilion, such as its wallpaper and fixtures, must be created. These 

can serve as functional pavilion interior decorations by embedding video content in walls or other 

surfaces and by acting as bases on which to place other 3D objects as exhibits. Participants can use 
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the tools, etc., described later to freely create interiors, or they can use templates supplied by the 

Organiser and make changes to template elements to easily create interiors. 

 

- Creating Virtual Pavilion content (exhibits, events, merchandise sales) 

Virtual Pavilions must contain exhibition content that visitors can view or experience. Within their 

rooms, participants are to place 3D objects and/or place video as exhibit content. Actions can be 

attached to 3D objects using the authoring tools described later. In addition to 3D objects, slides, 

explanatory videos, and the like can be embedded to provide more in-depth explanations of exhibits. 

Participants may also optionally choose to create not only 3D objects and slide show explanations 

but also an event stage for holding an event in their Virtual Pavilion. Events can include not only the 

showing of video content, but also performances, dances, or other event content using motion capture 

or other technologies. Exhibits can be displayed in rooms along with event stages, or they can be 

separated into different rooms which are swapped out at specific times. 

Merchandise can also be sold in the Virtual Pavilion. Links to the URLs of e-commerce sites can 

be directly attached to 3D objects to enable visitors to purchase them, without the need to create a 

special shop zone within the room. 

 

 

Figure  ４-３-１ Interior and exhibit content (left: exhibit objects, right: event stage) 

   

 

４-３-１． Tools that can be used to create Virtual Pavilion interiors 

The main tools used by participants to create content for their pavilions will be the Unity-based authoring 

tool and the simplified web-based authoring tool (hereinafter collectively referred to as "authoring tools"). The 

content that can be created, and the cost of creating content, will differ depending on the type of tool that is 

used, so the choice of what authoring tools to use is left to the participant's discretion. Content creation expense 

types and costs are indicated in "4-1-4. Content creation expense types and approximate cost." 

Both types of authoring tools can be used to register content created by the participant in the virtual Expo site 

platform (server). The Virtual Expo application provides service to visitors by calling up content from the virtual 

Expo site platform. It is therefore essential that authoring tools be used to place content in the Virtual Expo 

application. 

 

C-06 Created content must be registered in the virtual Expo site platform using authoring tools 
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Figure  ４-３-２ Positioning of authoring tools 

 

 

(1) Unity-based authoring tool 

These are authoring tools based on Unity, 2D/3D content development software from Unity 

Technologies. These tools make it possible to create content using Unity, which is widely used in creating 

online games and other application software. They are provided by the Organiser in the form of an SDK 

with extended functions that enable the registration of content on the virtual Expo site platform. 

Participants can use the Unity-based authoring tool to create content freely and with a high level of 

originality. Details are presented in "4-3-2. Overview of the Unity-based authoring tools." 

Use of the Unity-based authoring tool requires a paid license from Unity Technologies. Furthermore, 

software known as an SDK must be installed as an add-on to the Unity-based authoring tool in order to 

operate participant-created content on the platform provided by the Organiser. The Virtual Expo SDK is 

provided by the Organiser free of charge. Please refer to the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation 

of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively named) for information regarding how to obtain and use the Virtual 

Expo SDK. 

  
* The name "Unity," the Unity logo, and all other Unity trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks 

of Unity Technologies or affiliated companies in the U.S. and other countries 

Figure  ４-３-３ Example of the Unity-based authoring tool screen (left) and conceptual image of 

pavilions made using the tools 
 

 

(2) Simplified web-based authoring tool 

The simplified web-based authoring tool is a tool intended for participants for whom creating content 

using the Unity-based authoring tool is not feasible. Unlike the Unity-based authoring tool, this tool 

requires no special procurement of software by the participant and is provided by the Organiser free of 

charge. By accessing the URL provided by the Organiser, the participant can create content for VR spaces 

from their web browser more easily than with the Unity-based authoring tool. Content is created by 

selecting a site concept from a selection of templates and adding images, video, and 3D content, so there is 

less freedom during the content creation process than there is when using the Unity-based authoring tool. 

There are also limits to the content that can be created. An overview of how to obtain and use the 

simplified web-based authoring tool, and its limitations, is provided in "4-3-3. Overview of the simplified 
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web-based authoring tool."  More detailed information will be presented in the Guidelines on the 

Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

Figure  ４-３-４ Example of the simplified web-based authoring tool screen (left) and conceptual 

image of the interior of a pavilion made using the tool 
 

 

４-３-２． Overview of the Unity-based authoring tool 

The Unity-based authoring tool can be used to create 3D spaces and Virtual Pavilions using advanced 

features used in many games. Participants will be provided with a Virtual Expo SDK for Unity that enables 

created content to be used in Virtual Expo Virtual Pavilions.  Importing the SDK into Unity will make it 

possible to use the software as Unity-based authoring tool. Each participant will be responsible for procuring a 

paid license from Unity Technologies to use the Unity software. 
 

(1) Content creation environment when using the Unity-based authoring tools 

Below is an explanation of the content creation environment when using the Unity-based authoring tool and 

the roles of the individual tools and system modules. 
 

 

Figure  ４-３-５ Overview of Unity-based authoring tool usage 

 

 

(a) Participant environment 

Participants may use the following tools as desired when creating content. 
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- Sound editing tools 

Participants can use sound editing tools to create background music and sound effects for use 

in the pavilion, and then import these sounds into Unity to configure them for the pavilion. All of 

the typical file formats used by Unity can be used. 
- Graphic creation tools (2D) 

Participants can use graphic creation tools to create pavilion walls and exhibit content, and 

then import these graphics into Unity to configure them for the pavilion. JPG and PNG file 

formats, which are supported by Unity, can be used. 
- Graphic creation tools (3D) 

Participants can use 3D creation tools such as Blender to create 3D CG, and then import them 

into Unity to configure them for the pavilion. FBX, DAE, 3DS, DFX, OBJ, and SKP files, which 

are supported by Unity, can be used.  

For details, see the official Blender website (https://www.blender.org). 
- Video streaming tools 

Participants can use video streaming tools to register videos in YouTube, etc., and acquire 

streaming URLs. They can then import content for which these URLs have been set into Unity to 

configure videos for the pavilion. The types of data that can be used vary depending on the 

specific tool. 

 

For some content, such as content that uses Volumetric Video, discussed later, only content which 

meets certain technical requirements can be registered. For details, see "4-3-4. Content formats that are 

supported by each tool." 
 

 

(b) Items prepared and supplied by the Organiser 

- Virtual Expo SDK 

This refers to the SDK which must be imported into the Unity software. 

- Content servers 

This refers to the servers that contain the data used by the Virtual Expo application. Pavilion 

content data created by participants is registered in these servers. 
 

(2) Execution environments for Unity software and the Virtual Expo SDK 

Below is an explanation of the execution environment for the Unity-based authoring tool, the Unity version, 

Unity functions, and the SDK extended functions. 

 

(c) Execution environment requirements 

The environment must be capable of running Unity. 

(d) Usable Unity versions 

Participants are to download the 2021LTS version in advance. We plan to upgrade the version to 

2023LTS at a later date. 

(e) Usable Unity functions 

All of the functions offered by Unity can be used by the Unity-based authoring tool. The table below 

shows the main functions to be provided by the Virtual Expo. For details, refer to the official Unity website 

(https://unity.com). 
 

Table ４-３-１ 

No.  Function name  Overview  

Common functions  

1 Authentication/ID login function  Function for confirming if the user has logged in with an ID 

(unique ID)  
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2 Created pavilion registration  Function for registering content using a CMS  

VR functions  

1 Visual scripting templates  Function that provides multiple customisable templates  

2 Copying and renaming templates  Function for copying templates, renaming them, and saving 

them  

3 Template editing  Functions for editing provided templates and using them as a 

base for pavilion creation by participants  

4 Content addition  * Simple object handling function: Imports models from content 

lists and local storage 

* Functions for handling interactive elements, Volumetric 

Video, and 8K VR: Arrangement of templates, prepared from 

groups of objects, as content 

* External assets can also be imported, with some exceptions 

(C# code)  

5 Content editing  Functions for moving placed content, changing its size, etc.  

6 Parameter settings  Interactive elements/Volumetric Video: URLs and other 

settings can be configured 

8K VR: Parameters can be set based on interactive elements 

* For details, see "4-3-3. Overview of the simplified web-

based authoring tool."  

7 Scene saving  Function for saving created pavilions  

8 Content data size display function  Function for confirming the data size of the pavilion being 

worked on  

AR functions (*Details will be shared at a later date, once they are decided on )  

ー  Integration with real Expo site  Integration between the real Expo site and the virtual Expo 

site 

* For details, see "4-6-2.(2) Holding events integrated with 

the real Expo site."  
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* The name "Unity," the Unity logo, and all other Unity trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

Unity Technologies or affiliated companies in the U.S. and other countries 

Figure ４-３-６ Unity Editor screen 

 

 

(f) Extended functions provided by the Virtual Expo SDK 

We plan for the following functions to be available when the Virtual Expo SDK is imported into Unity. 
 

- Function for registering content in the virtual Expo site platform 

A dedicated menu item will be added to the menu bar, making it easy to perform 

authentication/ID login and to connect to the CMS. 

 
* The name "Unity," the Unity logo, and all other Unity trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks 

of Unity Technologies or affiliated companies in the U.S. and other countries 

Figure ４-３-７ Conceptual image of menu 
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(* The above image is a sample image, and the actual content may differ from that shown.) 

 

- Function for providing object templates and pavilion creation samples 

This function will make it possible to use object templates and pavilion creation samples. 

Templates and samples enable participants to create objects and pavilions with relative ease. 

 
* The name "Unity," the Unity logo, and all other Unity trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks 

of Unity Technologies or affiliated companies in the U.S. and other countries 

Figure ４-３-８ Conceptual image of provided samples and template function 

(* The above image is a sample image, and the actual content may differ from that shown.) 

 

４-３-３． Overview of the simplified web-based authoring tool 

The simplified web-based authoring tool is intended for participants who are not conversant with Unity or 

who cannot use the Unity-based authoring tool. It consists of an online editor based on Mozilla Hubs' Spoke 

that can be used to create content for VR spaces on the web. The simplified web-based authoring tool is 

provided by the Organiser free of charge. 

 

(1) Content creation environment when using the simplified web-based authoring tool 

Below is an explanation of the content creation environment when using the simplified web-based authoring 

tool and the roles of the individual tools and system functions. 
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Figure ４-３-９ Overview of simplified web-based authoring tool usage including peripheral 

functions 

 

 

(g) Participant environment 

Participants can create and register pavilions by accessing the URL provided by the Organiser. The 

items that can be used by the pavilion can be created using other software. Participants may use the 

following tools as desired when creating content. 

 
- Sound editing tools 

Participants can use sound editing tools to create background music and sound effects for 

use in the pavilion, and then import these sounds into Spoke to configure them for the 

pavilion. All of the typical file formats used by Spoke can be used. 
- Graphic creation tools (2D) 

Participants can use graphic creation tools to create pavilion walls and exhibit content, 

and then import these graphics into Spoke to configure them for the pavilion. JPG and PNG 

file formats, which are supported by Spoke, can be used. 
- Graphic creation tools (3D) 

Participants can use 3D creation tools such as Blender to create 3D CG, and then import 

them into Spoke to configure them for the pavilion. Objects in file formats that cannot be 

imported into Spoke cannot be set for pavilions. BLB and VRM file formats, which are 

supported by Spoke, can be used. 
- Video streaming tools 

Participants can use video streaming tools to register videos in YouTube, etc., and acquire 

streaming URLs. They can then import content containing these URLs into Spoke to 

configure videos for the pavilion. The types of data that can be used vary depending on the 

specific tool. 

 

(h) Items prepared and supplied by the Organiser 
- Content servers 

This refers to the servers that contain the data used by the Virtual Expo application. Pavilion 

content data created by participants is registered in these servers. 
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(2) Execution environment for the simplified web-based authoring tool 

 Below is an explanation of the execution environment for the simplified web-based authoring tool, its version, 

and its functions. 

 

(i) Execution environment requirements 

The tool can be operated using major web browsers (Chrome/Safari/Edge/Firefox). 

 

(j) Tool version 

The tool is a web application, so the version is always the most current version. 
 

(k) Functions provided by the simplified web-based authoring tool 

The table below shows the main functions to be provided by the Virtual Expo. 
 

Table ４-３-２ 

No.  Function name  Overview  

Common functions  

1 Authentication/ID login function  Function for confirming if the user has logged in with an 

administrator ID  

2 Created pavilion registration  Function for registering content using a CMS  

VR functions  

1 Created pavilion confirmation  Function for confirming what the content created with the 

simplified web-based authoring tool will look like  

2 Template provision  Function that provides multiple customisable templates  

3 Copying and renaming templates  Function for copying templates, renaming them, and saving 

them  

4 Template editing  Functions for editing provided templates and using them as a 

base for pavilion creation by participants  

5 Content addition  Simple object handling function: Imports models from 

content lists and local storage  

6 Content editing  Functions for moving placed content, changing its size, etc.  

7 Scene saving  Function for saving created pavilions  

AR functions (not included)  

 

(Supplementary explanation 1) Authentication/ID login function 

The simplified web-based authoring tool is used by logging in using an administrator ID (not a visitor 

ID). 
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Figure ４-３-１０ Conceptual image of login screen 

(* The above image is a sample image, and the actual content may differ from that shown.) 

 

 (Supplementary explanation 2) Templates 

The tool includes templates and pavilion samples to be used as necessary. 

   

Figure ４-３-１１ Conceptual image of provided templates 

(* The above image is a sample image, and the actual content may differ from that shown.) 

 

 (Supplementary explanation 3) Functions for adding/editing content, etc. 

We plan for Spoke functions to be used when editing content. The function for editing content will 

be based on Spoke, making it easy for people without specialised knowledge to create content and 

pavilions. 
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Figure ４-３-１２ Conceptual image of editing 

(* The above image is a sample image, and the actual content may differ from that shown.) 

４-３-４． Content formats that are supported by each tool 

Participants can select the authoring tool they wish to use. However, the content that can be created varies 

depending on the tool. It is not possible to use both authoring tools, selecting different tools for different 

content. A single tool must be used for everything from creating interiors to creating exhibits and events. 

Participants must consider what type of pavilion they wish to create in advance before beginning creation work. 

 

The different types of content that are supported by each authoring tool are shown below. Contents must be 

collected into a single Asset Bundle to register them. 

 

C-07 It is not possible to use both the simplified web-based authoring tool and the Unity-based authoring tool 

to create content 

C-08 The formats of content that are supported by the simplified web-based authoring tool and the Unity-

based authoring tool differ, so confirm the formats before using the tools 

 

Table ４-３-３ Content formats 

 3D CG  Interactiv

e 

elements  

Still 

images  

2D video  8K VR  Volumetric 

video  
Motion capture  Backgroun

d music  

Format  Unity: 

Formats 

that can 

be 

imported 

by Unity 

Web: 

glb, vrm  

Unity 

visual 

scripting  

Jpg 

png  

YouTube, 

etc. (2K, 

4K, 180°, 

360°)  

Panoram

a Cho 

Engine*1 

(an 8K 

VR data 

file 

streaming 

technolog

y 

provided 

by the 

Sponsor) 

Volumetric 

video file *1  

3D CG 

Motion data*1  

mp3 

 

streaming  
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YouTube, 

etc. (8K, 

180°, 

360°) 

Streamin

g format  

- - - VoD 

Live  

VoD  VoD  VoD 

Live  

VoD 

Unity-

based 

authoring 

tool 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Simplifie

d web-

based 

authoring 

tool  

〇 〇 

 (some 

limitation

s apply)  

〇 〇 

 (some 

limitation

s apply)  

× × × 〇 

 

*1 Requires data conversion by the Organiser 

 

(Supplementary information 1) 3D CG 

Supported 3D CG formats 

 

- Unity-based authoring tool: 

.fbx .dae (Collada) .3DS .dxf .obj .skp 

 

- Simplified web-based authoring tool: 

.glb .vrm 

 

(Supplementary information 2) Interactive elements 

As a general rule, only the Unity-based authoring tool can be used to add interactive elements to 

created 3D CG objects. Details are as follows. 

 

Unity-based authoring tool: 

Interactive elements can be implemented by configuring how they are controlled using Unity visual 

scripting. 

Unity visual scripting accepts the direct entry of code written in the C# programming language. 

However, interactive element implementation using C# is not permitted by multiple smartphone 

operating systems, including iOS, due to security considerations, so for the smartphone app, the use 

of C# in Unity visual scripting is not permitted by the virtual Expo site platform. 

 

Simplified web-based authoring tool: 

Participants cannot add interactive elements other than those that perform the actions provided by 

the Organiser. 

The only exception is that participants may use the simplified web-based authoring tool to 

configure interactive elements for entering and exiting rooms. 
 

(Supplementary information 3) Still images 

There are no limits to image size. The following file formats are supported. 

 

- Unity-based authoring tool & simplified web-based authoring tool: <Same for both> 

The jpg and png formats are supported. 
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(Supplementary information 4) 2D video 

Participants can create content that can stream videos uploaded to YouTube, etc. 

 

- Unity-based authoring tool & simplified web-based authoring tool: <Same for both> 

This content consists of video content that can be viewed with the Virtual Expo app by embedding 

the URL of the video streaming site in an object. Participants must disable advertisements when 

submitting video content to YouTube, etc. 

 

 

C-09 When streaming video uploaded to YouTube, etc., to the virtual Expo site, participants must disable 

advertisements. 
 

(Supplementary information 5) 8K VR (360° video) 

This consists of 360° immersive video. Unlike 3D video, users can orient the camera freely, in any 

direction they want. Visitors wearing VR goggles are completely surrounded by video, making them feel 

like they're actually there, even if they're far away. 
 

- Unity-based authoring tool: 

① 8K VR (unique sponsor technology) 

Panorama Ultra Engine, a unique sponsor technology, can be used for 8K streaming using 

video streaming bandwidth by streaming a high-resolution video stream for the direction the 

visitor is looking and a low resolution video stream to cover the rest of the viewing area. 

However, this type of content cannot be viewed on the computer application. 
 

② 8K VR other than the above 

8K VR video can be streamed by uploading it to YouTube, etc., and configuring the URL 

for the video in the virtual Expo site. 
 

- Simplified web-based authoring tool: 

8K VR is not supported.  
 

 

Figure ４-３-１３ 8K VR system configuration 
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(Supplementary information 6) Volumetric video 

Volumetric video, filmed by a volumetric capture system which creates three-dimensional video of 

people, can be played in the pavilion. Users can view three-dimensional video from any perspective 

they wish in the pavilion. They can move forward, back, left, and right, viewing video from any angle, 

such as from above, providing users with experiences that are difficult to achieve with 2D video. 
 

- Unity-based authoring tool: 

Content can be created that enables the viewing of volumetric video by specifying the URL where 

a video encoded in the designated volumetric video format is stored. The subjects shown in 

volumetric videos are 3D content, so other 3D objects, etc., can be placed around the subjects. 
 

- Simplified web-based authoring tool: 

Volumetric video is not supported.  

 

 

Figure ４-３-１４ Structure of volumetric video system 

 
 

 

(Supplementary information 7) Motion capture 

3D CG characters placed in the Virtual Pavilion can be moved freely using motion capture to stream a 

live show. In addition to object movement, facial expressions and audio can also be streamed. This 

provides a wide range of expressive capacity and makes it possible to provide users with content that 

makes the most of the strengths of CG. Performances can be streamed live or as VOD. 
 

- Unity-based authoring tool: 

The URL of the streaming server can be specified to create content that allows participants to 

control motion, facial expressions, and audio data in 3D space. The subjects shown in motion capture 

videos are 3D content, so other 3D objects, etc., can be placed around the subjects. 

 

- Simplified web-based authoring tool: 

Motion capture is not supported. 
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Figure ４-３-１５ Structure of motion capture system 

 
 

(Supplementary information 8) Background music 

Background music can be configured for the Virtual Pavilion. We plan to implement a function 

whereby when there is separate video content in the Virtual Pavilion, the audio from that video will be 

given priority when someone approaches the video content and watches it, so the background music and 

audio from the video will not overlap each other. 

 

- Unity-based authoring tool & simplified web-based authoring tool: <Same for both> 

Background music can be configured for the Virtual Pavilion. The mp3 format is supported. 
 

For participants wishing to use (Supplementary information 5) 8K VR, (Supplementary information 6) 

Volumetric video, or (Supplementary information 7) Motion capture, special optional support will need to be 

provided by the virtual Expo site platform. Participants wishing to use one of these types of video will be charged 

a facility usage fee as indicated in the separate rate cards, and will need to coordinate separately with a service 

provider. We plan to issue the rate cards at a later date. 
 

C-10 A separate application must be submitted to make use of the optional support. (Details will be presented 

in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content.) 
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Figure ４-３-１６ Conceptual image of video content streaming 

 

 

４-３-５． Environment for confirming operation after deploying content on the virtual Expo site 

platform 

The operation confirmation of content created by the participant and deployed in the Virtual Pavilion is 

envisioned as being performed using a Virtual Expo application equivalent to the ones used by users. We plan 

for participants to perform operation testing in an environment that closely resembles the actual virtual Expo site 

environment, in which avatars are controlled by users. The Virtual Expo application will be provided by the 

Organiser free of charge. 

The Virtual Expo application is intended purely to enable participants to test the interiors of the Virtual 

Pavilions for which they are responsible. Content created by other participants will not be put in place. 
 

４-３-６． Tool provision and support 

Virtual Expo application service is scheduled to begin in roughly October 2023. Tool usage applications, 

specific information regarding usage, such as download locations, methods for inquiring regarding tool usage, 

etc. will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively 

titled). 
 

４-４． Interior creation 

The interiors of Virtual Pavilions can be created within rooms with a high degree of freedom by the Unity-

based authoring tool or the simplified web-based authoring tool. The templates provided for each tool can be 

used to streamline the interior creation process. There are several important points that participants must keep in 

mind when creating interiors. These important points are indicated below. 
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４-４-１． Level of 3D graphics 

Recommended levels of 3D graphics are defined for the rooms in Virtual Pavilions, as indicated in Section 3. 

Rooms can be designed freely, with no room size limits. However, complex spatial design may inhibit the free 

movement of users and result in low FPS and long loading times. Therefore, in addition to the previously 

mentioned recommended values, rough standards for graphic levels have also been defined. 

 

G-04 Room space size:   No specific limits will be placed, but participants must avoid unnecessary 

resource consumption. 

G-05 Number of polygons:  200,000 or fewer recommended 

 

For technical reasons, the smaller the data size the shorter the loading time when entering the Virtual 

Pavilion. The lower the number of polygons, the smoother the movement within the pavilion. The actual 

appearance will vary significantly depending on how the pavilion was designed and what shaders are used. 

Below are reference images for spaces made with differing numbers of polygons. 

 

 

 

Figure  ４-４-１ Reference information: Number of polygons in 3D graphics 

 (Source: Sketchfab (https://sketchfab.com/)) 

 

The numbers of polygons are indicated purely for reference purposes. The number of polygons that can be 

displayed will vary depending on shader settings, the types and numbers of objects placed in the Virtual 

Pavilion, and the number of avatars that are visible. Each participant is responsible for checking if their 

pavilions operate smoothly in actual environments. 

Furthermore, these graphic levels were set based on Meta Quest 2, a HMD device that is in popular use as of 

July 2022. Graphic levels may be raised in the future, depending on the state of adoption of HMD devices. If 

any changes are made to graphic levels, the new information will be presented in the Guidelines on the 

Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 
 

https://sketchfab.com/
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４-４-２． Languages displayed on 3D graphics 

It is assumed that 3D graphics will be created for the interiors of Virtual Pavilions. In order to ensure that 

users are able to recognise what the objects are, announcement signs and explanatory text may need to be 

placed on 3D graphics. This information must also be created as content for use in 3D graphics. 

3D graphic descriptions must be in, at minimum, both Japanese and English. 
 

C-11 Languages displayed in 3D graphic descriptions: Both English and Japanese 

G-06 Languages displayed in 3D graphic nouns: Both English and Japanese or English alone 

 

Example: The "Entrance" sign at left is in both English and Japanese, while the "Store" at right is only 

in English. 

 

 

Figure  ４-４-２ Signs in 3D graphics 

 

４-４-３． Displaying names within Virtual Pavilions 

Some restrictions apply to the displaying of names such as company logos within Virtual Pavilion interiors. 

Adjust the name display amount to or below the value determined using the following formula, based on the x, 

y, and z dimensions of the interior of the Virtual Pavilion, converted into meters. 

 

 

Figure  ４-４-３ Determining name display amount 

 

C-12 Name display amount ( 2xy + 2yz + 2zx ) × 10% or less 

C-13 Name display location: No restrictions (there are no special restrictions regarding placement on ceilings, 

floors, objects, etc.) 
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The Organiser may check the data uploaded by the participant to the virtual Expo site platform in order to 

confirm the area taken up by the displayed name. If the size is found to exceed the limit, the participant may be 

asked to correct it or the release of the pavilion may be cancelled. 

４-５． Creating exhibits 

Various methods can be used to produce visitor experiences within the Virtual Pavilion. Exhibits can also be 

created with a high degree of freedom by the Unity-based authoring tool or the simplified web-based authoring 

tool. "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors" contains information regarding provided tools. This section 

provides additional information to assist participants with their planning, providing examples of exhibits 

created with these tools. More detailed information such as technical elements and configuration methods used 

when creating exhibits will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo 

Content (tentatively titled). The content provided will be the equivalent of a manual. 

 

４-５-１． Examples of exhibit creation  

Exhibit contents will vary from participant to participant, so it would not be feasible to provide 

recommendations, etc., in the Guidelines on the Planning and Design of Virtual Expo Content. However, 

providing some examples of content that can be provided in the virtual Expo site could also provide participants 

with pointers when considering their own plans, so we have provided several examples of exhibit creation. 

These are meant purely as examples, and care should be taken not to allow these to inhibit design creativity. 

 

(1) Exhibits focused on exhibit panels and video 

Participants could minimise their creation of 3D CG and create exhibits using exhibit panels and 

video content. When visitors touch video embedded in the walls inside the Virtual Pavilion, video 

playback could begin, deepening visitors' understanding of the exhibits. The simplified web-based 

authoring tool could be used to easily create robust exhibits using this approach. 

 

 

Figure  ４-５-１ Example of exhibit focused on slides and video 
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(2) Using 3D objects and interactive element settings to design game-like exhibits 

These exhibits could use 3D CG content to communicate the same messages as those conveyed 

through the exhibits in the real Expo site. For example, 3D CG could be used to reproduce objects 

exhibited in the real Expo site, and interactive elements could be configured so that when a visitor 

touches an object, the object performs actions or detailed explanatory videos regarding exhibits pop up, 

providing more in-depth explanations. This would require the configuration of special interactive 

element settings, so the exhibit would have to be created with the Unity-based authoring tool. 

 

Figure  ４-５-２ Example of exhibit that reproduces real exhibit using 3D CG 

 

 

(3) Leveraging the unique potential of virtual reality to create exhibits with different perspectives than real 

exhibits 

Exhibits could communicate the messages of pavilion exhibitors using perspectives and approaches 

that would not be feasible with real exhibits. For example, if the real exhibit at the Yumeshima Island 

Expo site presented animals' ecosystems, the exhibit itself would only present things from a human's 

perspective. At the virtual Expo site, however, visitors could see the Earth from animals' points of view, 

providing them with deeper insights into the theme the participant is trying to convey. 

 

 

Figure  ４-５-３ Example of exhibit that allows visitors to see the Earth from animals' points of view 
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(4) Designing an exhibit focused on a guided tour 

In addition to slides and video, a virtual guide could also accompany visitors, providing them with 

explanations of exhibits and creating a narrative in order to communicate in a new way.  The friend 

system and communication system provided by the virtual Expo site platform could be used to 

configure a virtual tour guide and attend groups of users at once. 

 

 

Figure  ４-５-４ Example of tour with virtual guide 

 

 

(5) Designing an interactive game exhibit 

The virtual Expo site platform was created using a game engine also used by video games. Functions 

such as Unity visual scripting could be used to create interactive games, providing visitors with more 

immersive experiences of exhibits. For example, avatars could collect garbage, which is accelerating the 

decline of the Earth's environment, and compete with others to see who could collect garbage the fastest. 

This would be an immersive exhibit that would prompt visitors to think about environmental issues. 

 

 

Figure  ４-５-５ Example of an interactive game 
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(6) Designing an exhibit involving a presentation 

The virtual Expo site platform's video streaming could be used to hold regular presentations within 

the Virtual Pavilion about specific themes. Unity visual scripting could be used to conduct quizzes and 

the communication functions could promote communication between the visitors gathered for the 

presentation. Approaches such as these could be used to design and operate interactive exhibits 

involving visitor participation. 

 

 

Figure  ４-５-６ Example of event exhibit involving a presentation and community formation 

 

 

 

４-５-２． Exhibit creation process 

The general process of creating a Virtual Pavilion exhibit for the virtual Expo site is shown below. 
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Figure  ４-５-７ Virtual Pavilion creation process 

 

 

(1) Planning exhibits within the Virtual Pavilion 

Participants must decide on the features they wish to implement through their exhibits in the Virtual Pavilion 

and plan, for example, the concept of their Virtual Pavilion interior. Participants should keep in mind the themes 

of their exhibits in the Yumeshima Island Expo site when deliberating regarding the content to have in the virtual 

Expo site. Refer to "4-4. Creating interiors" for important notes that must be considered when planning exhibits 

and "4-5-1. Examples of exhibit creation" for exhibit creation examples. 
 

(2) Preparing to create content 

Participants are responsible for providing the supplementary tools used to create the sounds, graphics, etc., used 

in creating content for the interior of their Virtual Pavilion. Use of the Unity-based authoring tool requires a paid 

license from Unity Technologies, which each participant is responsible for obtaining on its own. Please refer to "4-

3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors" for details regarding the environment required for creating Virtual Pavilions. 
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(3) Creating the Virtual Pavilion 

Participants will use supplementary tools to create their Virtual Pavilions. They will use the Unity-based 

authoring tool or the simplified web-based authoring tool to create individual components and then register them 

as Virtual Pavilions in the virtual Expo site platform. Please refer to "4-3. Creating Virtual Pavilion interiors" for 

information regarding the creation of Virtual Pavilions. Please refer to "4-8-2. Registering creations" for 

information regarding registering temporary Virtual Pavilions. 

 

(4) Confirmation testing 

Each participant will use the Virtual Expo application on different devices to confirm that their temporary 

Virtual Pavilion registered in the virtual Expo site platform operates correctly, and will then publicly release the 

temporary Virtual Pavilion. Please refer to "4-8-3. Confirmation testing" for information regarding confirmation 

testing. 

 

(5) Releasing the Virtual Pavilion 

When the state of a temporary Virtual Pavilion is changed to "releasable," the Organiser will swap the 

temporary Virtual Pavilion and the current Virtual Pavilion and open the Virtual Pavilion to general users. Please 

refer to "4-8-4. Releasing a Virtual Pavilion" for information regarding the releasing of Virtual Pavilions. 

 

４-５-３． Language(s) displayed in still images and video content 

When using still images (slides) or video content in exhibit content, text in the images or videos must, at 

minimum, be in both Japanese and English. There are no specifications regarding whether the audio component 

of videos should be in Japanese or English, but participants should strive to provide subtitles that are in both 

Japanese and English. 

 

C-14 Language(s) displayed in still image content: Both English and Japanese 

G-07 Audio used in video content: Japanese or English would be preferable 

C-15 Language(s) displayed in video content: Both Japanese and English, or English subtitles if the audio is in 

Japanese, or Japanese subtitles if the audio is in English 

 

With regard to subtitles when video content is used, we are considering providing translation functions. If, as 

a result of these deliberations, it is decided to provide translation functions, we will provide further information 

about the application scope of these functions and their specific contents. 
 

４-６． Creating events 

During the Expo period, participants may hold limited time events at the virtual Expo site, stream events 

being held at the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site in the virtual Expo site, etc. In addition to using the Unity-

based authoring tool or the simplified web-based authoring tool, participants will need to create video content 

separately. To replicate the movement of actual people in the virtual environment, participants will also need to 

configure synchronisation with the virtual Expo site, etc. Below is an overview of the types of video streaming 

and the streaming patterns we expect will be used. More detailed information will be presented in the 

Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). The content provided 

will be the equivalent of a manual. 

 

４-６-１． Types of events held in the virtual Expo site 

Virtual Pavilion exhibitors can create event stages in their own assigned rooms and hold events such as live 

stage shows and traditional dances using diverse expressive methods. Furthermore, the dedicated event 

facilities in the actual Yumeshima Island Expo site (Large Event Hall, Messe, etc., tentatively titled) may also 
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be replicated in the virtual Expo site and events held in the dedicated event facilities can also be held in the 

virtual Expo site. For information regarding the procedures involved in holding an event in a dedicated event 

facility, see the National Day/Special Day Guidelines and Event Guidelines to be issued at a later date. These 

guidelines contain information about events held within Virtual Pavilions. 
 

Categories and implementation methods of events held in virtual Expo sites 

 

This section is directed at Virtual Pavilion participants and contains information regarding events held in 

Virtual Pavilions assigned to participants. 

Table  ４-６-１ Categories of virtual events  

Event 

category  

Organiser Event  Participant events performed 

inside the Virtual Pavilion  

Participant events performed 

inside the virtual event space  

Overview  Official events held by the 

Organiser  

Events held by countries, 

companies, or organisations 

with pavilions inside those 

pavilions  

Events held in official event 

spaces by participants selected 

through open calls for events  

Number 

of 

simultane

ous 

participan

ts  

Undecided  Undecided  Official event spaces: 

Undecided 

Spaces provided by participant: 

Dependant on external platform  

Location  Official event spaces   Interiors of participants' 

pavilions  

Official event spaces or external 

platforms prepared by 

participants  

Method of 

participati

on  

Free access or access limited to 

authenticated users  

Free access or access limited to 

authenticated users  

Free access or access limited to 

authenticated users  

Facility 

usage fee  

Under consideration  Under consideration  Under consideration  

Organised 

by  

Organiser  Country/company/producer  Country/local 

government/company 

 

 

 

４-６-２． Event themes and types 

It is assumed that the contents of events held within a Virtual Pavilion will match the theme of the pavilion's 

exhibits. Provided that this is true, the events can provide even more sophisticated experience value by broadly 

sharing the allure of the Expo to visitors who could not attend the Expo in person and by using technologies 

such as those used to reproduce the movements of actual people. 

There are two types of events: those in which the same content from the real Yumeshima Island Expo site is 

shown and those which consist of virtual Expo site-exclusive events. 

 

(1) Virtual Expo site-exclusive events 

Original content is created for the virtual Expo site and streamed within the Virtual Pavilion. This can include 

unidirectional events directed at visitors, such as showing 2D videos, and interactive events involving visitors, 

using technologies such as motion capture. 

   

(2) Events integrated with the real Expo site 

In these events, events held in the real Expo site are recorded and streamed to an event stage in a Virtual 

Pavilion. It is also possible to show events that are being held in the Virtual Pavilion in the real Expo site by 
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displaying them on a monitor, etc. When integrating virtual and real events, it is possible to produce the events 

in the same manner as in (1) Virtual Expo site-exclusive events. 

 

In order that the events described above can be held, the virtual Expo site platform supports the creation of 

content that provides visitor with greater experiential value by leveraging technologies that are exclusive to 

virtual reality. Participants can create engaging event content by selecting the optional services indicated in the 

rate cards provided separately by the Organiser. Furthermore, we plan to make it possible for participants to 

bring in unique content. 

 

 

Figure  ４-６-１ Various types of events 

 

(3) Streaming of performances that can be enjoyed in the same performance space by multiple viewers (avatars) 

Information about the number of simultaneous participants and data size will be presented in the Guidelines 

on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). The content provided will be the 

equivalent of a manual. 
 

４-６-３． Examples of event creation 

Events held by participants in their Virtual Pavilions are assumed to be either permanent events or limited 

time-only events. 

 

(1) Creation of a permanent event space inside the Virtual Pavilion 

In addition to placing objects for permanent exhibition in their Virtual Pavilion, participants can also build a 

stage for holding events. Monitors on the stage could show archive video or the like when there are no events 

occurring. When there is an event, the archive video could be stopped and the stage could be used for a 

presentation including emceeing or explanations by an event presenter using voice chat communication 

functions, etc. To stream event videos, participants would need to create a different, identical room in advance. 
 

 

Figure  ４-６-２ Conceptual image of structure of exhibit space also used as event space 
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(2) Holding limited time-only events 

In addition to a room containing objects for permanent exhibition in the Virtual Pavilion, participants can 

create a room with a special event space and swap out the rooms when holding an event. Below are examples of 

the spatial structure of the interior of the Virtual Pavilion when the participant holds the event. 
 

 

Figure  ４-６-３ Examples of spatial structure of the interior of the Virtual Pavilion 

 

 

To hold events, participants will need to prepare two types of rooms: a room consisting of Virtual Pavilion 

exhibits and a room consisting of event content. The Virtual Pavilion exhibit room would be used as the 

permanent exhibit. When the event is held, the room with the content currently in operation would be switched 

to the event content room so that the event could be held at the specified time. 

 

C-16 An event application must be submitted to the Organiser in advance. Details will be presented in the 

Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled), to be issued at 

a later time. 

 

 

(a) Events consisting of video content other than streaming 8K VR video content 

Participants can create a stage for their event, create a Virtual Pavilion interior which includes the live 

streaming of motion-captured, free-look video content, and swap out pavilions when events are held. 

During these events, users can control their avatars to choose the viewing positions and viewing angles 

they want and watch the event. 
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Figure  ４-６-４ Performed by swapping pavilions 

 

 

(b) Events consisting of streaming 8K VR video content 

When using 8K VR video content, user-controlled avatars will not be displayed in the Virtual Pavilion 

(the view will not be a third-person view). Instead, when an avatar enters the Virtual Pavilion, their 

perspective will immediately switch to first-person and the video will be shown. To hold events like these, 

the participant will swap rooms during the event period. 
 

 

Figure  ４-６-５ Events consisting of streaming 8K VR video content 

 

 

４-６-４． Event creation process 

Below is an overview of the process of creating events and the division of roles in this process. When 

actually creating events, refer to the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content 

(tentatively titled), to be issued at a later time. 
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Figure  ４-６-６ Event creation process 

 

 

(1) Planning participant events performed inside the Virtual Pavilion 

Participants will create plans for events performed inside the pavilion. 

The event organiser will select from the following event types and event content types based on the content 

of the event. Participants must submit an application to the Organiser before holding an event. 

For information about the types of event content, see "4-5. Creating exhibits". 
 

(2) Creating the Virtual Pavilion space 

Participants can use the Unity-based authoring tool or the simplified web-based authoring tool to create event 

content objects like those below and add them to their Virtual Pavilion. 

- Event content objects within the pavilion 

- Stages/audience seating 

The methods for doing the above are still being considered, so the functions that are offered will be presented 

in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

Please refer to "4-5. Creating exhibits" for information regarding creating Virtual Pavilions spaces. 
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(3) Creating event content (creating video content) 

Participants can create various video content for use as event content. 

Please refer to "4-8-3. Exhibit creation" for information regarding individual video content support. 

 

(4) Holding events 

When using video content requiring live support for event content, support for live streaming is provided by 

the video content streaming environment, etc. 

 

４-７． Merchandise sales design 

Participants can sell merchandise using the virtual Expo site platform within the scope provided herein. 

 

４-７-１． Selling merchandise in the virtual Expo site 

With respect to selling merchandise in the virtual Expo site, the virtual Expo site is seen as a type of e-

commerce site, and, as a general rule, operation is performed as stipulated in Special Regulation 9. Details 

regarding the products that can be offered through official e-commerce sites linked via URLs from the virtual 

Expo site, and the royalties involved in those sales, are stipulated in the Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 

Osaka, Kansai, Japan Online Shops (tentatively titled) provided separately. 

The virtual Expo site platform will provide a link function that enables users to buy merchandise by opening 

an external site when their avatar touches an object. Participants will create objects which are configured with 

links to external e-commerce sites and place those objects within their Virtual Pavilions to sell products by 

directing users to the merchandise sales site. 

 

 

Figure  ４-７-１ Overview of merchandise sales 
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The only e-commerce sites that can be linked to are the official e-commerce sites prepared by the Organiser. 

Linking to other e-commerce sites will not be possible in order to prevent excessive commercialism. 

We plan to offer an official e-commerce site for selling physical merchandise, an official e-commerce site for 

selling digital content, and a prize redemption area (see "4-7-4. Prize redemption area"). Digital content 

includes avatar clothing which can be used in the virtual Expo site. This content can be sold if it is created and 

registered as 3D objects that meet the technical standards stipulated by the Organiser (to be issued through the 

Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled)). 

The sale of merchandise within the Virtual Pavilion will be possible through the use of an optional function. 

The official e-commerce site directly linked to from the virtual Expo site will be managed and operated by an 

operator designated by the Organiser. Details regarding the specifications of the official e-commerce site (the 

merchandise that can be sold, inventory management, product shipping, application procedures, etc.) will be as 

stipulated in the Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan Online Shops (tentatively titled). 

 

 

The following requirements apply to merchandise sales. 

 

C-17 In accordance with Article 7 of Special Regulation 9, care shall be taken to avoid excessive 

commercialisation, and merchandise content shall not constitute the primary content of exhibits. 

C-18 Physical products sold in the virtual Expo site shall be taxed as stipulated in Article 19 of Special 

Regulation 7, and shall be subject to import restrictions as stipulated in Article 20 of Special Regulation 

7. 

C-19 The products that are permitted to be sold as merchandise shall be those that correspond to exhibits or 

those that are truly representative of the associated country or international organisation as stipulated in 

Article 4 of Special Regulation 9. Furthermore, they shall be those products that can be recommended 

from a sustainability perspective in accordance with Article 19 of Special Regulation 9. 

C-20 Merchandise sales will be performed by linking to an official e-commerce site from within the Virtual 

Pavilion. Merchandise sales content may be placed wherever desired by the participant within the 

Virtual Pavilion, and no restrictions apply to placement. 

C-21 The sale of merchandise will only be possible within a participant's own Virtual Pavilion, and will not be 

possible in other locations. 

C-22 Royalties and site usage fees, etc., will be collected separately when content is sold through the official 

e-commerce site. 

C-23 Merchandise sales will be handled by official e-commerce sites, so merchandise can be sold 24 hours a 

day, without limited business hours. 

C-24 Participants wishing to sell merchandise in their Virtual Pavilion must perform the official e-commerce 

site product listing procedures that are to be stipulated in the Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 Osaka, 

Kansai, Japan Online Shops (tentatively titled). 

C-25 If any deviations from the guidelines are found with respect to merchandise sales, participants may be 

ordered to make corrections. If the issue is not addressed, linking to official e-commerce sites may be 

restricted. 

 

 

４-７-２． Creating commercial virtual content 

Objects that link to official e-commerce sites may be placed freely within the Virtual Pavilion. 
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Figure  ４-７-２ Example of link to product page 

 

In addition to depicting a single product with a single object linked to an official e-commerce site, multiple 

products can also be represented as a single object that is used to open a page with a list of products. 

 

Figure  ４-７-３ Example of link to product list page 

 

４-７-３． Merchandise sales process 

When selling merchandise, in addition to the Virtual Expo content creation process, the participant must also 

apply to register their merchandise in an official e-commerce site. If the application is approved, the participant 

must configure the merchandise sales 3D object in the Virtual Pavilion to link to the URL for the allocated 

product page in the official e-commerce site. 
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Figure  ４-７-４ Merchandise sales process 

 

 

４-７-４． Prize redemption area 

In order to accelerate the achievement of the SDGs, there are plans to present users who engage in specific 

actions at the Expo with points that can be used in the Expo with the aim of promoting changes to peoples' 

behaviour. The virtual Expo site will play a part in this, and we plan to have a prize exchange area where these 

points can be redeemed. The prize redemption area is the collective term for e-commerce sites where EXPO 

Points (tentatively named), which are given out for various activities performed at the Expo and which cannot 

be exchanged for actual currency, can be exchanged for digital content. We are also considering making it 

possible for visitors to use the prize redemption area to exchange EXPO Points (tentatively named) for special 

services they can experience within the Virtual Pavilion. Details regarding EXPO Points (tentatively named) 

and the prize redemption area will be stipulated in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual 

Expo Content (tentatively titled) and the Guidelines on Cashless Payment Systems and Digital Currency 

Services (tentatively titled). 
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４-８． Operating/deploying Virtual Pavilions 

Details regarding the operation of content created by participants and used within Virtual Pavilions will be 

presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

Below is an overview of the general process as it is currently envisioned. 

４-８-１． Process from creation to release 

Each participant can provide services to users via the Virtual Expo application by planning and creating 

content based on "4-4. Interior creation," "4-5. Creating exhibits," "4-6. Creating events," and "4-7. 

Merchandise sales design," and then registering this content in the virtual Expo site platform in the form of an 

Asset Bundle (a single file). 

 

 

Figure  ４-８-１ Overview of the exhibitor operation phases and their content 

 

 

４-８-２． Creation registration 

Below is an explanation of the method used to register creations created using authoring tools. 

When a creation is registered, it will be registered in a temporary Virtual Pavilion. 

(1) Registration using the Unity-based authoring tool (Unity Editor + Virtual Expo SDK/Virtual Expo SDK) 

- The Virtual Expo SDK can be imported into a Unity project including a world being created using 

the Unity Editor to enable the CMS function. 

- The scene is selected in the Unity Editor and the CMS function is used to upload it. The number of 

polygons and other information will be shown, so participants must confirm that these values are 

within the appropriate range before uploading. 

 

G-08 Participants must confirm that the number of polygons and the file size are within the recommended 

range before uploading. 

 

(2) Registration using the simplified web-based authoring tool 

- The participant selects the room being created using the authoring tool in the web browser and 

uploads it using the authoring tool. 
 

The Organiser may check that created content does not deviate from the guidelines. If the participant needs to 

make any corrections, the participant is requested to notify all responsible parties and to follow the instructions 

of the Virtual Expo Operating Centre. Details regarding communications and the tools that are to be used will 

be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 
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４-８-３． Confirmation testing 

Confirmation testing of creations is envisioned as being performed using the Virtual Expo application. Below 

is information regarding the environment that must be prepared in order to perform confirmation testing, 

accessing the temporary Virtual Pavilion, and testing perspectives, etc. 

(1) Devices that support the Virtual Expo and necessary testing devices 

The Virtual Expo is supported by the following devices, and testing is also to be performed for the 

following devices. In order to test content on all devices, participants are to have each of the following 

devices. Participants are to focus testing on the devices that offer the content and the key experiences the 

participant wishes to provide. 
 

- HMD: Meta Quest 2 (Envisioned as of September 2022. This may change in the future 

depending on how widespread usage of the device is in the future.) 

- iOS: iPhone 

- Android:  Android devices 

- Computers: Windows computers, Macs 
 

(2) Preparation of environments for each type of device to be tested using actual devices       
Operation confirmation applications are to be downloaded onto each device and are to be logged into. Details 

regarding how the applications will be provided, how to log into them, and how to issue requests, etc. will be 

presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

(3) Testing 

Testing is performed by the participant by using an actual device to enter the world to be tested and 

confirming operation. Below are the confirmation perspectives that are typically to be used when 

performing testing. Restrictions that apply to testing, etc., will be presented in the Guidelines on the 

Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

 

- Displayed content 

Confirm the faithfulness of graphic reproductions (the way graphics are shown may vary 

depending on device capabilities) and check that there are no problems with performance within 

the virtual pavilion (smooth operation) 

- Sound 

Check that the content of the audio is as intended and that audio is played at the right times 

- Interactive element behaviour 

Check that the behaviour of objects configured with interactive elements is as intended when 

it was designed using the Unity visual scripting 

(4) Change the state of the Virtual Pavilion to "releasable" 

After completing confirmation testing, change the state of the temporary Virtual Pavilion to 

"releasable." 

When the status of the temporary Virtual Pavilion is set to "releasable," the Organiser will swap the 

current Virtual Pavilion with the temporary Virtual Pavilion. 

 

C-26 Perform thorough confirmation testing in advance to avoid negatively affecting the visitor experience. 

 

４-８-４． Notes 

(1) Dealing with inappropriate content 

If there are reports that content created by a participant includes content that is inappropriate for the 

Expo and the Organiser decides that the content must be revised, the Organiser may issue instructions 
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to revise the content or stop making the content available. Participants must obey all such 

instructions. 

 

C-27 Participants must comply with instructions from the Organiser regarding revising content. If participants 

fail to promptly comply with such instructions, the Organiser may stop making the content available. 

 

(2) Restrictions on linking from the Virtual Expo to external sites 

When warping from the virtual Expo site platform to an external site, it is recommended that the 

site to which users warp contain a function for returning to the virtual Expo site platform. Details will 

be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively 

titled). 

 

C-28 To prevent visitors from drifting away from the Expo, when providing a link to a site outside the virtual 

Expo site platform, a link, etc., for returning to the virtual Expo site platform must also be provided. 

 

４-８-５． Releasing the Virtual Pavilion 

(1) Release 

The Organiser releases Virtual Pavilions that general users can experience using the Virtual Expo 

application by swapping current Virtual Pavilions (rooms currently in operation) with temporary 

Virtual Pavilions registered by the participant in the virtual Expo site platform (rooms not currently in 

operation). Details such as specific procedures for releasing Virtual Pavilions will be presented in the 

Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled). 

(2) Maintenance 

The Organiser can temporarily suspend virtual Expo site platform operation in order to perform 

periodic maintenance, etc. General users will be informed in advance through web pages, etc., before 

the platform is stopped. 

(3) Emergency shutdown and restarting 

If the Organiser wishes to suspend operation (Virtual Pavilion operation, event operation, etc.) due 

to an operational malfunction, the Organiser may perform an emergency shutdown of the current 

Virtual Pavilion. 
 

４-８-６． Exhibit swapping 

We envision the content of Virtual Pavilions as being switched out due to the replacement of exhibits and the 

holding of events by the participant during the six month Expo period. The swapping out content is not to be 

performed by modifying the current Virtual Pavilion, but by the participant making changes to a temporary 

Virtual Pavilion and then the Organiser swapping the temporary Virtual Pavilion with the current Virtual 

Pavilion open to the general public. The participant must perform confirmation testing before swapping the 

temporary Virtual Pavilion with the operational Virtual Pavilion. More detailed information regarding 

requesting swapping, etc. will be presented in the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo 

Content (tentatively titled). 
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Figure  ４-８-２ Conceptual image of swapping of operating Virtual Pavilion 
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５． Procedures and materials to be submitted 

This section provides an explanation of major procedures based on these guidelines. 

５-１． Main applications related to the Virtual Expo 

At the Virtual Expo, it will be possible to show exhibit content, sell merchandise, and hold events. 

Performing these operations requires the submission of various applications in accordance with separate 

guidelines. These guidelines stipulate the submission of the Intent Confirmation Check Sheet, the Contact 

Information Notice, and the Declaration of Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation 

(please refer to "5-4. Submitting the Declaration of Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and 

Operation"). 

In addition, in accordance with the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of Virtual Expo Content 

(tentatively titled), to be issued at a later time, participants may also be required to submit separate virtual Expo 

site optional function usage applications and content replacement applications. With regard to selling 

merchandise and holding events in the virtual Expo site, we expect the submission of separate applications to be 

required by the National Day/Special Day Guidelines, Event Guidelines, and Guidelines on Official Expo 2025 

Osaka, Kansai, Japan Online Shops (tentatively titled), to be issued at a later time. Below is the overall 

application process that is envisioned as of September 2022. 

 

 

Figure  ５-１-１ Document submission and application process 

５-２． Submitting the Virtual Expo Intent Confirmation Check Sheet 

Participants must declare their intentions with respect to content creation using the Intent Confirmation 

Check Sheets provided by the Organiser so that the Organiser can prepare sufficiently for the holding of the 

Virtual Expo in accordance with the schedule. A rough draft of the Intent Confirmation Check Sheet is 

attached as an appendix to these guidelines. The most current version of the Intent Confirmation Check Sheet 

will be available from the Official Participant Portal. 
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５-２-１． Submission process and deadline 

 

The document submission process is as indicated below. 

 

・ The document can be submitted via the Official Participant Portal. 

・ Document data submitted via the Official Participant Portal must be in PDF form. 

・ The document must be filled out in Japanese or English. 

・ Submission deadline: September 30, 2023 

 

５-３． Submitting the Contact Information Notice, containing contact information related to 
the creation and operation of Virtual Expo content 

When creating content that uses the virtual Expo site platform, participants must submit a Contact 

Information Notice containing contact information related to the creation and operation of Virtual Expo 

content. A rough draft of the Contact Information Notice is attached as an appendix to these guidelines. The 

most current version of the Contact Information Notice will be available from the Official Participant Portal. 

 

５-３-１． Submission process and deadline 

 

The document submission process is as indicated below. 

 

・ The document can be submitted via the Official Participant Portal. 

・ Document data submitted via the Official Participant Portal must be in PDF form. 

・ The document must be filled out in Japanese or English. 

・ Submission deadline: September 30, 2023 

 

５-４． Submitting the Declaration of Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and 

Operation 

When creating content that uses the virtual Expo site platform, participants must submit a Declaration of 

Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation.  A rough draft of the declaration of 

consent is attached as an appendix to these guidelines. The most current version of the declaration of consent 

will be available from the Official Participant Portal. 

 

５-４-１． Submission process and deadline 

 

The document submission process is as indicated below. 

 

・ The document can be submitted via the Official Participant Portal. 

・ Document data submitted via the Official Participant Portal must be in PDF form. 

・ The document must be filled out in Japanese or English. 

・ Submission deadline: September 30, 2024 
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 Declaration of Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation (draft) 

Declaration of Consent Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation 

 

The Japan Association for the 2025 World Exposition (hereinafter the "Organiser") will conduct the Virtual 

Expo Project (hereinafter "the Project"), which will apply virtual technologies to the Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, 

Japan with the aim of providing it with even greater appeal and reach while creating an inclusive Expo that can 

be enjoyed by numerous people around the world. In implementing the Project, the Organiser will be supplied a 

virtual Expo site platform by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (hereinafter "the Sponsor") and will 

provide an environment on the virtual Expo site platform for participants to create and share content. 

By submitting this document, the Participant indicates that it understands how the Project will be 

implemented by the Organiser and the need for the Participant to create and operate appropriate content, and 

that it has read the following closely and agrees to the contents herein. 

 

(Compliance with contracts and guidelines) 

Article 1. 1. The Participant shall create and operate content in compliance with the contents of participation 

contracts with the Organiser, General Regulations, Special Regulations, and with the Guidelines on the 

Planning and Design of Virtual Expo Content and the Guidelines on the Construction and Operation of 

Virtual Expo Content (tentatively titled) (to be issued at a later time) (these two guidelines are collectively 

referred to hereinafter as "the Guidelines"). 

 

(The Participant's responsibilities) 

Article 2. 1. The Organiser makes no guarantees regarding the operation of content created by the Participant. 

The Participant shall be responsible for confirming the operation of its content in accordance with the 

Guidelines. 

2. The Participant shall bear full responsibility for all actions it performs in the virtual Expo site and the results 

of all such actions. In the event of disputes involving users or other third parties, the Participant shall be 

responsible for resolving such disputes at its own expense. 

3. The Participant shall be responsible for preparing and maintaining all personnel, computers, software, other 

equipment, telecommunications lines, and other communications environments, etc. (including safety 

measures) necessary for the creation of content, except for that provided by the Organiser. The Participant 

shall be responsible for bearing the expenses involved therein. 

 

(Virtual Expo site content intellectual property) 

Article 3. 1. With the exception of content provided by the Organiser or the Sponsor, or content specified in 

separate agreements, the Participant shall retain intellectual property rights for virtual exhibits, events, and 

other content created by participants themselves, and for materials it provides to the Organiser for the 

purpose of content creation. 

2. In compliance with Special Regulation 11, the Participant certifies to the Organiser that it possesses all rights 

for the content created for and operated in the virtual Expo site and all materials submitted to the Organiser 

for the purpose of content creation, and that no submitted content infringes on the rights of third parties. 

3. The Participant agrees that, between the date of submission of this Declaration of Consent to March 31, 

2026, the Organiser create audio recordings of, photograph, create video records of, and duplicate content 

created in the virtual Expo site by the Participant and content created on the behalf of the Participant by the 

Organiser, using materials provided by the Participant, and that the Organiser may display said content in 

advertising media used to promote the Expo, including use in the Virtual Expo application created and 

supplied by the Sponsor, and supply said content to media organisations approved by the Organiser. The 

Organiser shall have no obligation to pay the Participant any compensation for the use of said content in the 

form of usage fees or billing with any other name. 

4. With respect to exhibit panels, video content, BIM data, and other data provided to the Organiser in 

accordance with the Guidelines, the Participant agrees that the Organiser may edit, modify, or revise said data 

before displaying it in the virtual Expo site. Furthermore, in reproducing individual pavilions in the virtual 

Expo site, the Organiser may make alterations to details, finishing touches, etc., provided that they do not 

significantly affect the overall impression made by the content, and the Participant shall lodge no objection if 

the virtual Expo site reproduction is not completely faithful to the original pavilion. 

 

(Acquisition and use of information) 
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Article 4. 1. The Organiser and Sponsor may acquire and use access information (including but not limited to IP 

addresses) for visitors, etc., that access the areas of the virtual Expo site managed by the Participant, etc. 

Except when the user that visits a virtual Expo site agrees to the provision of their own access information, 

the Organiser and Sponsor may not provide said access information to the Participant. 

2. The Organiser or Sponsor may announce the number of visitors to the Project and to individual pavilions 

within each virtual Expo site. Information regarding access to content in the virtual Expo site created by 

individual Participants may also be announced after receiving permission from the Participant. 

 

(Disclaimers) 

Article 5. 1. The Organiser cannot be held in any way responsible, under any circumstances, for any liabilities 

or damages resulting from the failure of the Participant (including related parties such as employees and 

contractors) to comply with the matters stipulated in the Guidelines and the Declaration of Consent. 

2. The Organiser cannot be held responsible for any accidental typographical errors or accidental typographical 

omissions on the Project's official website or other promotional materials. 

3. In the event of any disputes between the Participant and users or other third parties with respect to the 

content, posting, distribution, etc. of content created by the Participant for the virtual Expo site or content 

created by the Organiser on behalf of the Participant using materials supplied by the Participant, the 

Participant shall be responsible for resolving said disputes at its own expense, and the Organiser shall be held 

in no way responsible. 

 

 

 

I hereby certify that I agree to the above and that I will create and operate appropriate content on the virtual 

Expo site platform in accordance with the Guidelines. 

 

Date: 

 

Signature:   
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Contact Information Notice (draft) 

Contact Information Notice 

 

This Contact Information Notice contains contact information with respect to the creation of content by the 

participant for use on the virtual Expo site platform. Please fill out each of the following items and submit the 

completed notice to the Organiser. 

For information regarding the Organiser's privacy policy, please refer to the website 

(https://www.expo2025.or.jp/en/privacy/). 

 

Item Entry field 

First Name  

Last Name  

Email  

Organisation Name  

Country  

Department  

Division  

Title  

Organisation Address  

Office Phone Number  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.expo2025.or.jp/en/privacy/）をご
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 Intent Confirmation Check Sheet Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation  

(draft) 

Intent Confirmation Check Sheet Regarding Virtual Expo Content Creation and Operation 

 

 

1. Participant information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Envisioned content to be created/operated 

 

(1) Check which of the varieties of content creation indicated in "4-1-1. Varieties of content creation" in the 

Guidelines you envision using. (Select one) 

 

□ Unity-based authoring tool and optional technologies (Premium) 

 

□ Unity-based authoring tool (Standard) 

 

□ Simplified web-based authoring tool (Entry) 

 

□ Posting of content inside the pavilion by the Organiser 

 

(2) Select any of the following that apply. 

 

□ You plan to submit perspective drawings, etc., other than BIM based on "4-2. Creating the exterior 

of the Virtual Pavilion" of the Guidelines. 

 

□ You plan to sell merchandise in accordance with "4-7. Merchandise sales design" of the 

Guidelines. 

 

□ You plan to hold one or more events in accordance with "4-6. Creating events" of the Guidelines. 

Participant name 

(governmental body, international 

organisation, company) 

 

Name of corresponding governmental 

organisation, name of representative, and 

contact information (telephone number, 

email address, etc.) 
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3. Overview of planned Virtual Expo content (optional) 

   To the extent that it is possible, please provide an overview of the virtual content you are currently 

planning. 
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Contact 

Please use the Queries function of the Official Participant Portal to send the Organiser any inquiries regarding 

procedures or the contents of these guidelines. 

If you are unable to use the Official Participant Portal, please contact us at participant@expo2025.or.jp (or 

another email address). 
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The Japan Association for the 2025 World Exposition 


